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HSU Career Center 
Career Corner Nelson Hall West, Room 130 
Orne S Oe | !    by February 1, 2007 and automatically be 
entered to win an 
apple iPod 30 GB 
Music/Photo/Video 
Player! 
The Career Center’s exciting new 
database, SPRINGBOARD, gives you 
access to local, state and nationwide 
jobs & internships, on campus career 
events, and much more! 
Register TODAY! 
CAREER EXPO & VOLUNTEER FAIR 
Friday, February 9th 
10:00 a.m. —2:00 p.m. 
HSU West Gym   
(Drawing to be held at Career Expo. You must be a currently enrolled HSU Student to participate. Please 
register once only. For complete rules, go to www.humboldt.edu/~career/docs/rules.pdf) 
http://www. humboldt.edu/ ~ career/springboardreg.html 
       
e« Find Jobs and internships on the 
Spri ng HSU Career Center web site! 
e Click on Springboard to start your 
search 
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DON JUAN - CAL EXOTIC 
ADAM « EVE - DUREX 
MAMASUTRA + FORPLAY 
LIFESTYLE + SENSUA 
EXGTIC PLEASURES 
DOC JOHNSON - ID 
WET - GASWORKS 
CLASSIC EROTICA   
    
    
  
  
sone ‘PLEASURE alone aoee 
1731 ce St. Suite D Arcata (next to college footbridge) 
707-826-1708 Open Sun-Th 9am-12am, Fri & Sat 10am-2am 
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Hmong Arts Festival features 
traditional food and dress 
Briana Alfaro 
Six women graced the Van 
Duzer Theatre stage hoping to 
be crowned Miss Hmong Hum- 
boldt-Del Norte 2006. 
What is Hmong? ‘This is the 
question Sunday evening’s pro- 
gram asked, and what the Hmong 
Arts Show 
hoped to answer. 
and Entertainment 
Through vid 
eo, performance and clothing, the 
show highlighted the culture of 
an ethnic group that traces its ori 
gin to the highlands of China and 
Southeast Asia. 
Performers and pageant par 
ticipants dressed in tradition 
al Hmong clothing and showed 
a blend of tradition and modern 
times. 
Hmong recording artist Cha 
Mee Xiong is an example of this 
infusion. Her music is sung in 
Hmong dialect, but set to a con 
temporary beat. She is well 
known to the Hmong community 
and was the draw for several audi 
ence members. 
Local resident Mai Yang said, 
“We heard this famous artist was 
going to be here. It’s the first time 
she’s been in this area.” 
Yang came to celebrate her 
culture, which she said was rep 
resented by the Miss Hmong pag 
eant held throughout the eve 
ning. 
The pageant, along with the 
entire Hmong Arts and Enter 
tainment show, was put on by 
Humboldt State's Pacific 
American Student Alliance and 
Asian 
organized by member Ker Thao. 
Twenty-one-year-old =Hum 
boldt State graduate Pata Vang 
won the crown. The other five 
women who participated were 
Panhia Her, Kabao Vang, Nuly 
Moua, May Yang, and Amy Yang. 
Ken Nakamura, Humboldt 
State Social Work Chair and one 
of the pageant judges, believed 
that the idea of a Hmong beauty 
pageant is a blend of American 
and traditional culture. 
Pageant participants showed 
__bda7@humboldt.edu __ 
this combination of custom by 
first wearing embroidered skirts, 
colorful sashes and headdresses. 
In a later round, they entered the 
stage in modern evening gowns 
and lipstick. 
The six women also answered 
questions from the judges. These 
ranged from “Who is your role 
model?” to “If you could go any- 
where to teach Hmong culture, 
where would you go and why?” 
latter 
question. She said that she would 
teach in the United States because 
of the lack of Hmong understand- 
Moua_ answered the 
ing in this country. She also wants 
to bring awareness to the animos- 
ity that many Hmong people hold 
against the United States. 
This resentment was present 
and explained in a video shown in 
the Van Duzer Theatre that eve 
ning. Images of men in military 
fatigues and photos of children 
in refugee camps illustrated the 
source of animosity. After fight- 
ing on the U.S. side during the 
Vietnam War, Hmong men and 
their families faced punishment 
communist from the govern- § 
ment of their native Laos. These 
Hmong fled to refugee camps and 
eventually settled in countries like 
the U.S. 
Yang was tearing during this 
film. 
“Some of the young people 
don't realize what our parents or 
. grandparents went through and it 
brings us to reality,” she said. 
The video drifted to a-more 
positive note, showing Hmong 
students expressing their tradi- 
tions through food and friend- 
ship, while attending universi- 
ties and relaxing in dorm rooms. 
Smiling faces on the screen mir- 
rored those in the audience. 
The uprear of clapping and 
whistling that followed marked 
an enthusiasm for all things 
Hmong—which, despite a five 
hour schedule, never ceased. 
 
Briana Alfaro 
Event participants demonstrate the ball-toss game, Pov pob, which is a traditional Hmong 
courtship activity for youth. 
 
Rr far 
Pageant participants wait to answer the judges’ questions. From left to right are: Panhia 
Her, Kabao Vang, Nuly Moua, Pata Vang, and May Ya ng. Amy Yang not pictured. 
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"Briana Alfaro 
At intermission, audience members wait in line for a sweet drink called Naab vaam.  
  
    
  
   
   
         
        
@: staff herbalist organic soup & salad bar - books - 
Moonrise~ 
RNerRGs” 
cordially invites you to ‘oin us at our 
annual Holiday Open House! 
   
      
    
        
    
    
      
 
    
Friday, Dec. 1", 4-9 pm 
Saturday, Dec. 2", 10 am-6 pm 
Sample our mulled cider, tasty 
teas and festive herbal treats. 
Sale tems include: 
All jewelry - 20% off 
All bulk herbs and teas - 15% off 



























































It’s not as hard @s you might 
Lessons Available! 
ass House has everything | 
you need fo learn | 
  
* Glass - Pyrex, Simax, . |    “Northstar, Glass Alcher 
_ ©. Eye Protection & Kilns. 
_*/, Dichroic Glass 
* Millefiori images 
Instructional Books 
of advice 












































































686 F Street, Suite °F he CA 95521 
  
      
Monday - Saturday 
9AM - 9PM 
Family Atmosphere 
Dine {mn or Carry Out 
Breakfast Menu 
Chile Relleno 
made fresh daily 
authentic menudo 
686 F Street (by Safeway) 
826-2572 
www.ricostacostaqueria.com  
   
[CAMPUS] 
      
  
 THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG 
\\'s QUESTION ge 
i 
THE WEEK 
“What are your plans for Thanksgiving break?” 
“Catch up on homework and study for finals. 
wae) Hopefully I will make it home to visit my family.” 
John Stott 
math education junior 
“To go home and spend quality time with my 
family.” 
Miyana Aubrey 
social work freshman 
  
  
“I'm going home and marching in the Do-Dah 
Parade with the Marching Lumberjacks.” 
Brian Schwartzberg 
music senior 
taal “I may go home for a day but I have to work the 
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Campus club organizes in 
response to HSU budget woes 
Terria Smith 
tos2@humboldt.edu_ 
Over 50 students are fight 
ing to preserve the quality of ed- 
ucation at Humboldt State this 
fall. Community Action United 
to Save Education mobilized in 
response to the campus budget 
crisis and continues to fight the 
budge t cuts. 
“Kor me, I view what's hap 
pening here as a part of what's 
happening to education in our 
country,’ said K. Scott Perry, a 
sociology junior and member of 
the group. “It’s a small front of a 
larger picture.” 
At least four other schools 
in the California State Uni 
versity system are affected by 
budget cuts, said John T. Cart- 
Cry a computer science senior 
and group member. 
Carter said Humboldt State's 
problem with losing money lies 
with enrollment and demands 
on larger California State Uni 
versities for more money. 
“We just had an enrollment 
boom this semester, but we have 
a retention problem,’ he said. 
‘Our enrollment has been stag 
nant for years.” 
In addition to Humboldt 
State’s enrollment differing from 
a larger school, Carter said there 
are other attributes to campus 
that may be seen as assets. 
“HSU is the only school in 
the California State University 
system that is classified as being 
rural,” Carter said. 
“We have the only university 
library within a 250-mile radi 
us,..We’re also next to the larg- 
est Indian reservation in Califor 
nia...We don’t want our school 
to be turned into Long Beach.” 
Carter said what the group 
demands is that the 2006/2007 
was budget is returned as it 
promised so the lecturers who 
“We need to reach out to 
were laid off can be reinstat- 
ed, and also that a holistic-style 
funding model is considered. 
The group efforts have re- 
ceived considerable opposition 
from the administration. Bren- 
Blake, an 
science junior and member of 
dan environmental 
the group, said it has even been 
told by administration that their 
actions are being influenced by 
faculty. 
“They've said we're stooges 
of the union and we're here for a 
cheap education,” Carter said. 
Blake that 
for their organization has been 
agrees support 
mixed. 
He said they receive large re- 
sponses for their calls to action, 
including hundreds of people at 
rallies and obtaining 10 percent 
of the student population for a 
petition supporting their foun 
dation. 
Still, he and other members 
don't believe they have a group 
that is truly representative of the 
students on campus. 
“We've had a lot of support,” 
Perry said. “But we can use more 
recruits.” 
“We need to reach out to 
other communities on this cam 
pus and see what we can do for 
them,” Blake said. “Because we 
need their support. We need a 
unified voice.” 
Perry said the group has 
come up against a lot of apathy. 
Perry said people don't think it 
will affect them. 
Blake campus 
needs to wake up and realize 
said, “This 
that this is a systemic issue, that 
were all suffering for it — teach- 
ers, students, workforce and 
economy.” 
other communities on this 
campus and see what we can do for them, because we 
need their support. We need a unified voice.” 
  
Brendan Blake 
Environmental science junior and CAUSE member 
  [CAMPUS] , 5 






Yo Go 826-7543 
768 (Sth Street, Arcata 
Sust Across the Footbridge! 
Open 7am-2pm Mon-Fri, 7am-4pm Sat & Sun, CLOSED WEDNESDAYS! 
Vegetarian, Vegan & ™ 
HAPPY HOUR! arnivorous Menu Items 
7AM to 9AM 
Free Cup of Coffee 


















Coffee & Espresso 
  
  
   
     
ne ~ 
SOLUTIONS 
HEMP* RECYCLED* ORGANIC 
Largest selection of Hemp, 
Organic Cotton Clothing, 
Tree-Free & Recycled Papers— 
Anywhere! 


































    




high-rate auto loan 
& ope a 
csFecu's Auto Loan Rates! 
as 
* 5.25% as = 
or borrow against 
AP nA” the auto you own! 
HSU Employees! HSU Students! 
Call Today! CALI NIA 
- 49 




   
   321 Wabash Avenue Eureka, CA 95501 WWW.CSFECU20.COM Proudly serving our local community for over 50 years.    
  




The Best Italian Food Dialogue on Race’s keynote speaker draws 
on the North Coast! 
*PASTA*     
   
  
*APPETIZERESS 2) *PIZZA~ 
Presents... 
SUGAR M INOTT 
   Doors @ 



















ITERKATIONA: (ee : . " keynote speaker for the Dialogue on Race. 
A line with hundreds of people 
stretched from the entrance of the 
SCIACCA TOC cag (2 Deze Meuc so te ero 
Monday, Nov. 6. The commu- 
had Don’t iG at AM LE Stay local! nity waited eagerly to hear the 
; keynote speech on the Dialogue 
on Race from Angela Davis. 
See Reg a dng ts i 
Hes. ity dies a ena a He Davis was on the FBI’s 10 Most 
Wanted List for kidnapping, 
conspiracy and murder. 
{then California Governor 
Ronald Reagan publicly vowed 
that Davis would never teach in 
this state again. But an enormou 
} | ; campaign paid for her release and   
Terria Smith 
grew, and she went on to found 
The National Alliance Against 
Racist and Political Repression, 
_tos2@humboldt.edu 
“This is what the U.S. is of- 
fering to people all over the 
world. New U.S- style pris- 




| 2 ] 
vhich remains active today 
hundreds of people to campus 
Briana Alfa 
Angela Davis speaks to the campus and community as the 
black woman who was an intel 
lectual.” 
Humboldt State student, Rich 
ard Melton, grew up in a pro 
gressive family and was 13 or 14 
years old when he first learned 
about Angela Davis. Melton 
waited more than.an hour in line 
before the event. It was worth e\ 
ery minute of it, he said. “She has 
been an Inspiration for my politi 
cal activities.” 
As the doors to the Van Duze1 
[heater opened, several peop! 
in the line cheered. Filled to ca 
pacity, many people 
to listen outside 
1 4 ‘ 
PHS turn Ol l 





































































































































THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG    
DAVIS: Dialogue on Race ~ 
 
continued from previous page 
alumnus Joseph Waters to the au- 
dience. “I like this.” 
“What a beautiful crowd you 
are,” said Joyti Rawal before the 
introduction of the event. “You're 
vibrant, active and come from 
many different places.” 
The Dialogue on Race is an 
annual event collaborated by 
tion more than any other country 
in the world” Davis said. “Sev- 
enty percent of those people are 
people of color.” 
Davis said that this fact along 
with others, is racist and al- 
though racism is no longer the 
law through segregation, it has 
[CAMPUS] 
mentioned the U.S. military pris- 
ons in Abu Ghraib and Guanta- 
namo Bay. The Military Indus- 
trial Complex and the Prison 
Industrial Complex are symbioti- 
cally linked together. 
“This is what the U.S. is offer- 
ing to people all over the world,” 
she said. “New U.S- style pris- 
College of the Redwoods and 
Humboldt State to provide 
awareness of diversity. Davis 
received a standing ovation 
from the large audience as she 
approached the podium. 
“There is an amazing 
amount of enthusiasm in this 
building this evening,’ Davis 
said. “I think I should come 
to Humboldt County more of- 
“There is an amazing amount 
of enthusiasm in this building 
this evening. I think I should 
come to Humboldt County 
more often.” 
Angela Davis 
speaker and activist 
ons are being built every- 
where.” 
At the end of Davis’ speech, 
people had the opportunity 
to tell her how she inspired 
them. One woman. talked 
about being a student in Chile 
when Davis was imprisoned 
and how she and fellow stu- 
dents wrote a letter to Presi- 
dent Nixon asking for Davis’  
ten.” 
The subject of Davis’ speech 
was about the growing Prison 
Industrial Complex in the Unit- 
ed States, how it’s shaped around 
race and the reasons it should be 
abolished. The speech was re- 
corded by KHSU and broadcast 
in Pelican Bay State Prison. 
“The United States imprisons 
the largest portion of its popula- 
  
managed to hide in the institu- 
tions of society. 
“Poverty is still concentrat- 
ed in Black communities and 
growing Latino communities,’ 
Davis said. “There are more 
people of color in prison than 
ever before.” 
Davis added that this trend 
is growing on a global scale and 
release. Other students asked 
for suggestions on approaching 
and combating discrimination 
and the incarceration of crimi- 
nals. With these questions, Da- 
vis emphasized the importance 
of coming up with new ideas and 
examined their responses. 
“We dont have to respond 
the way we think we have to re- 
spond,” Davis said. 
   
Rriana Alfar 





Catalyst invites you fo Thanksgiving 
: at D St. Neighborhood Center on 
Sunday, November 19 at 60m 
@ 31h stg 
OT or 1: | ES a 
www. provokechange.org 
D St, Arcata, CA  
a free event for 
students and neighbors 
oe 
Qc 
Great Holiday Gifts for Nature Lovers 
Bird Feeders ° Bird Houses 
Bird Seed e Binoculars, lupes 
Books, Tapes and CDs ¢ Bat Houses 
Helping you to bring Nature Home 
123 F STREET, EUREKA, CA 95501 
707-446-1822 
  
SIAGAAR EE CENTRAL 
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*map online* 






856 10th Street - Arcata - CA 
HOURS: Monday - Thursday 4:00pm-Midnight 
Friday - Saturday Noon-2:00am - Sunday 7:00pm-2:00am 
mom (elie eet) sy 3 al ae 
ma LR ea BL 
Cur EXT Ta ae TVET, aebgailed 2 California{Grassjkede 
GC] oe, Gur Geen Crees Ban ogame a ys 
eS i a a 
Kan 42\ Celebrate with a HARVEST ALE 
or HEMP ALE 
ea 4 Both on tap daily! 
UivE MUSIC EVERS NIGHT! 
ALL Shows 21 & up 
Na t 10pm 
Most Sa ee 
15 WED - Blue Turtle Seduction - ist show 
16 THUR - Blue Turtle Seduction - 2nd show 
17 FRI - California Guitar Trio 
18 SAT - Dave Stein Bubhub - funk rock 
19 SUN - Club Confessions - p,’s- icBt 
20 Monday Night Football / Open Mic 
21 TUES * See website for latest band info! 
22 WED - CLOSED 
23 THUR - CLOSED 
24 FRI - CLOSED , 
25 SAT - Force Fed Trauma - Metal 
26 SUN - Club Confessions - pv’s- ict 
27 Monday Night Football / Open Mic 
28 TUES = See website for latest band info! 
  




Student art project “Ethnic Wishes” encourages 





Artists Motoko Furuhashi and Angelique Jackson help students explore ethnicity through their 
art project. 
When Humboldt State art stu 
dents Angelique Jackson and Mo 
toko Furuhashi began their class 
project, they had no idea that they 
Jill Koelling 
jle4@humboldt.edu 
“Ethnic Wishes” has received 
a mixed response from the Hum 
boldt State community. 
“A lot of the younger African 
would inspire more than 2,000 
students to reflect on the mean- 
ing of ethnicity. 
Their project, entitled “Eth 
nic Wishes,’ is a public art 
piece. Jackson and Furuhashi 
wrote out questions asking stu 
dents what ethnicity means to 
them by writing their respons 
es as well as their ethnicity and 
backgrounds. ‘These anony 
mous responses were folded 
into strips of paper and tied to 
the bridge between Nelson Hall 
and the University Center in a 
Japanese wish ceremony. 
“We wanted to provide people 
with a vehicle to express them 
selves and their ethnicity and 
how it affects their lives,” Jack 
son said. She added that proj 
ects like this are important be 
cause racism is a major issue on 
the Humboldt State campus. “If 
people started to see that every 
one had an ethnic background it 
would provide a common factor 
for people,” she said. 
“We wanted to provide peo- 
ple with a vehicle to express 
themselves and their ethnic- 
ity and how it affects their 
lives.” 
Angelique Jackson 
“Ethnic Wishes” artist 
American students were angry 
and refused to participate,” she 
said. “One white woman told me 
this was about race rather than 
ethnicity and that she didn't 
have an ethnicity so she couldn't 
participate.” 
Jackson and Furuhashi got a 
positive response from. partici 
pants overall though. “After some 
people responded they would 
thank us for the opportunity to 
express themselves,’ Jackson said. 
Furuhashi said this project is 
important to her because it makes 
people think about what ethnicity 
means. “Some people never think 
about it,” she said. 
“We as artists and people see 
what's going on and we're ex 
pressing our ethnicity through 
art.” 
Furuhashi is from Japan and 
never thought about her eth 
nicity while growing up. “I’m 
proud of myself, that I am from 
Japan and have a different back 
ground,” she said. 
“I think ethnicity is some 
thing to help develop your pet 
sonality.” 
Teresa Stanley, an art profes 
sor at Humboldt State, thinks stu 
dent-expression through public 
art is a wonderful opportunity. 
“| think it’s an appropriate ven 
ue because it’s taking art out of the 
museum and people may not feel 
they have the background to view 
art in a museum,’ Stanley said. 
She said that art transcends 
class, race, gender, and space. “I 
think ethnicity ic something that pee e ee CUR ee eAR Ay A GAP eRED ada 
is important to many students 
and that it affects students direct 
ly. All that matters is that art is 























Have an event? 
E-mail the info to: 
events@humboldt.edu 
Press releases? 
| Letters to the editor? 
Guest columns?   | Send it to: | thejack@humboldt.edu 
| Press kits? 
Newsletters? 
Send it-to: 




Arcata CA, 95521 
a: “ 
Want to advertise? 
Want to print 
classifieds? 
| Call: 826-3259   
Read The Jack online! 
thejack.humbolt.edu 
HSU students? 
Join the class! 
JMC 327 
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Wine C 7 Op 
Wine Friday & Saturday 
This Week: B ar 3:00 - 9:00 PM   
Locally Produced & International Wines 
Mead, Kegs, Imported Beer & Microbrew Sake 
8th Street on the Plaza, Arcata * 825-7596 
CO-OP 
BOOMER NST A ee 
Miuch to be 
Thankful for... 
   " SANTINI... “BOB'S RED MILL... © GROWN RIGHT... SPECTRUM... 
    
; we > : Evaporated Organic 4 Organic Organic SO eee Or g Reliedy 
= Pumpkin Som Brath B] : 
® Cranberr Yes Cano a 
c | Puree » . i. ~) 40 
Sauce Pa Oil ee Cage & en 
wae 8 - ges we | 9° She S |
? (esis 5649 
12 oz. _ 15 oz. sti 5 lb., selected varieties 
16 oz., Whole & Jellied 32 oz. 32 oz., selected varieties 
  





ELLY, Sh) was SL a 
fo}s nw 8 bos heoy 
’ =e? * 
Ua os A oT 
North C oast 
| Bakery Pi 1es 
{ 
Pumpkin Pies from 
> 250 
oO 8 inch 







    
- 
Local! 
TTT occ von nee 
x Ree ce 
Ty, Potatoes Walnuts 
ra wa ae por ae 
yea local FFA! 
Produce prices good 
thru 11/27/06 
. & ARCATA CO-OP 
8th and | Streets 
822-5947 
6a.m.to 10 p.m 
EUREKA co-or @ 




oy: > bat 
Ws \ 
www.northcoastco-op.com   
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Who’s going to police the police? 
After police killed two Eureka community members, 
a public police review board may become a reality 
  
     
    
  
Debbie Kramer 





In the past seven months, Eureka police used deadly 
force on two community members. ‘The first was a-men- 
tally unstable woman named Cheri Lynn Moore, who died 
during a police altercation in April. Most recently, on Oct. 
23, a 16-year-old boy named Christopher Arrion Burgess 
was fatally shot in the chest three times by Officer Terry 
Liles after officers chased the boy into a ravine behind the 
2200 block of Chester Street in Eureka. 
A huge community outcry followed this most recent 
event. Many questions have arisen because of the shoot- 
ings, revolving around police training and.decisions to use 
fatal force. Some say the solution is to form a citizens’ re- 
view board to oversee the Eureka Police Department. 
Christina Albright of the public defender’s office is in 
favor of creating a citizens’ review board and said she has 
worked towards making that happen in the city of Eureka 
for the past 15 years. “We plan to use the city of Berkeley 
as our model for creating a police review commission,” Al- 
bright said. 
The idea of creating a citizens’ review-board was brought 
before the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors by the 
Human Rights Commission in the early 1990s after a man 
named Virgil Payne was killed by police officers in Hoo- 
pa. It was denied at that time, Albright said, because the 
board of supervisors requested a liaison to gather informa- 
tion for a review board that would be feasible county-wide 
and report back to them. ‘The information was never gath- 
ered and therefore the prospect was denied. 
‘We plan to use the city of Berkeley as our 
model for creating a Police Review Com- 
mission.” 
Christina Albright 
employee of the public defender’s office 
The Berkeley Police Review Commission was created 
by Berkeley voters in 1973 and is the oldest independent 
civilian review agency in the nation. The commission is in- 
depeiident of the Berkeley Police Department and has nine 
commissioners who are appointed by the city council and 
the mayor. 
They have an open and public process. All complaints 
are required to receive a fair and objective investigation 
and a public hearing. After a complaint is filed, investiga- 
tors interview the complainants and determine the specific 
allegations of the complaint. 
The officers named in the complaint and witnesses are 
interviewed. Officers are required to cooperate with the in- 
vestigation and all police reports and relevant information 
are obtained. 
After the investigation, a report is sent to the complain- 
ants and the officers involved, and a board of inquiry is 
scheduled. 
Within 20 working days of a filed complaint, the chief 
of police and each officer named in the complaint are noti- 
fied. ‘The police department's internal affairs beaureau also 
begins an investigation. 
‘The board of inquiry is comprised of three commission- 
ers. Both sides may choose to have lawyers present, but it’s 
not a court of law. 
At the end of the hearing the board members deliberate 
and their decision is announced at the hearing. ‘Their find- 
ings are sent to the city manager who decides if there will 
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ans foot and 
cient form of 
ht to us by Buddhist monks. 
pression massage made up of 
gliding $ roKes with the feet while the 
therapi supports herself with wooden bars 
suspended from the ceiling. This technique 
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Winter travel through 
the Redwood Curtain 
   
The winter season fills roads with travelers and traffic. 
Traveling Highway 101 is nev- 
er easy. ‘The road coils, bends and 
twists its way through valleys, 
over ridges and around redwood 
trees like a giant serpentine roller 
coaster. And with roadwork and 
construction, parting the red- 
wood curtain isn't easy. 
Luckily for highway drivers, 
road maintenance or construc- 
tion delays are not expected this 
winter. Ann Jones, public affairs 
officer for the California Depart- 
ment of Transportation, said that 
most road crews will temporarily 
halt work during the heavily trav- 
eled holiday season. Roadwork is 
still being completed on Highway 
101 in Redcrest 40 miles south of 
Eureka, but it’s scheduled to finish 
this Thursday. With this job out 
of the way, drivers headed south 
should expect a smooth ride. 
Jones did warn that if there is 
heavy rain or possibly snow, driv- 
ers should be careful while travel- 
ing and work crews would be dis- 
patched to keep roads open. 
Construction around Confu- 
sion Hill, a problematic segment 
of Highway 101i in Mendoc- 
no County between Willits and 
‘Garberville, won't hold up driv 
ers either. John Bulinski, project 
Torrin Hults 
_teh9@humboldt.edu 
manager for the Confusion Hill 
Bypass, said delays may occur 
due to weather, but not construc- 
tion. The rockslide there causes 
closures annually and Caltrans is 
working on a bypass to remedy 
this recurring problem. 
Bulinski said the bypass would 
be completed in three years. 
Humboldt State senior Wesley 
Ratliff, 23, said he normally takes 
Highway 299 to get home, but in 
stead he will travel with his room- 
mate south on 101 to go surfing in 
Baja, Calif. He said he’s not wor- 
ried about delays and that if there 
are any, he'll just sit back and read 
a book. 
Art history and sociology ma 
jor Brianna Warner, 21, said she 
didn't know that construction 
crews would not be out and it's 
good that they won't be working 
during the busy break. 
“I think it’s considerate of 
them,” Warner said. She's glad 
that construction and mainte- 
nance won't delay her from get- 
ting to her Bay Area home. 
Poor weather is a concern for 
Warner though. Last year, she 
and her roommate, Sarah Bons- 
er, 21, drove up to Arcata in Janu- 
ary. [hey were held up by a land- 
  
  
slide at Confusion Hill. Bonser 
said they waited in a line of cars 
for over two hours before they 
turned around and spent the 
night in Willits. 
“I was really concerned about 
getting through the next day,” she 
said. Fortunately for the two trav 
elers, the road opened again and 
they arrived in Arcata without 
any other major delays. 
Bonser said she had no idea 
that Highway 101 could close 
down because of bad weather and 
landslides. She traveled 101 for 
two years and had never experi 
enced any problems. 
“It was really shocking to me,” 
she said. 
If bad-weather is forecasted 
for the holiday break and you're 
driving, you can call Caltrans at 
1-800-GAS-ROAD to check road 
conditions before you head out. 
With Caltrans trying to 
streamline holiday travel, here 
are some additional tips for driv- 
ing. Be prepared for delays. Stash 
warm clothes in your car, bring 
water and snacks in case you are 
held up, and some cash in case 
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Local group brings single- 
parent families together 
  
urte f Rebecca Michal 
North Coast Parents group member and Humboldt State student 
Katie Schiazo participates in a group picnic with her daugher 
Students who start families as 
they begin their collegiate careers 
may find themselves feeling dis 
connected from the social activ- 
ities that other students are able 
to do, and may find it difficult to 
build friendships in an area that 
they have just moved to. 
In Humboldt County the non- 
profit organization North Coast 
Parents formed 15 years ago to 
help parents from all walks of 
life. 
“It was initially just a small 
group (eight families) of moms 
that did play groups and other ac- 
tivities for their children,” North 
Coast Parents Director Rebecca 
Michals said, who explained that 
today the group now has 50 fami- 
lies that are members. 
Michals said that the group 
ties in well with Humboldt State 
because it helps students that are 
not from Humboldt County find 
other parents who they can so- 
cialize with. 
These activities include fam- 
sions and field trips to the Dis- 
covery Museum, which are free 
to group members. Scholarships 
Robert Deane 
__twd6@humboldt.edu_ 
are also offered to parents for ac- 
tivities and the scholarships waive 
the $25 membership fee. 
“We also sponsor parenting 
workshops which involves lectur- 
ers coming in to help parerits im- 
prove their parenting skills and to 
get through the rough patches in 
parenting that come up,” Michals 
said. 
The group has reached out to 
young parents and has been re- 
ceived with positive results. 
English major Katie Schiazo 
came te Humboldt State in the 
spring of 2004 with her husband 
from Senora to attend a Califor- 
nia State University that was not 
inacity. She said the North Coast 
Parents group helped her over- 
come the social disconnect she 
felt when she and her family first 
came to Humboldt County. 
“When I first came here I was 
taking classes with younger stu- 
dents who were into going out to 
the bars and parties but didn't re- 
ally seem to want to get to know 
NCP I was able to meet other stu- 
dents with children and parents 
who make up most of my friends 
since I moved here.” 
Schiazo said that meeting oth- 
er parents in Humboldt County 
who were new to this area helped 
her, because the activities gave her 
and her children things to do with 
other parents. Schiazo said that 
she attends activities sponsored 
by the group either a few times a 
week or a couple times a month 
depending on her schedule. 
McKinleyville native and 
mother of a 9-year-old son Stacy 
Mosby said she had not heard of 
the group before, but feels that the 
groups mission to help connect 
parents is a great idea. 
“T think it’s...helpful for parents 
to have an outlet in a friendly en- 
vironment they can turn to,” Mos- 
by said. As a Humboldt County 
native she had many friends who 
already helped shield her from the 
social disconnection that many 
parents may feel who are not from 
this area. 
For more information on 
North Coast Parents you can go to 
the group's web site at http://ncp. 
aardwolfweb.com or call them at 
(707) 599-3255. 
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Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc. 
Arcata Dental Office 
Cosmetic Bonding 
Wisdom Teeth 
Root Canal Treatment 
Ultrasonic Cleaning 
Mercury Free Fillings 
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound 
Emergency Care ; 
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Cowards 
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Two candidates reclaim 
seats on city council 
Alex Stillman returns for a second run, 
Mark Wheetley earns another term 
Alex Stillman and = Mark 
Wheetley were elected to the 
Arcata City Council in this year’s 
election, but neither are strangers 
to local government and political 
process. 
For Stillman, this is her sec- 
ond stint with Arcata’s council. 
Wheetley graduated from Hum- 
boldt State with g Bachelor of Sci- 
ence in geography and _ natural 
resources planning & intrepreta- 
tion. 
He used his degrees to work on 
environmental restoration proj- 
ects and coordinate with councils 
and elected officials throughout 
California. Wheetley explained, 
“Through my experiences, I had 
the opportunity to see what local 
government can do.” 
He liked what he saw. So 
much in fact, that in March of 
2005 when Arcata City Coun- 
cil Member Elizabeth Connor 
stepped down due to a conflict of 
interest, Wheetley ran in the spe- 
cial election for her seat. He won 
and took over the rest of Connor's 
term. 
Stillman moved to Humboldt 
County from San Francisco in 
1971. 
Her experiences in San Fran- 
cisco helped shape part of her po- 
litical philosophy when she first 
ran for council. 
She witnessed firsthand the 
effort made by San Francisco to 
preserve its older structures, like 
“When I left council in 
1980, we were humming 
along. I want to get back 
to that.” 
Alex Stillman 
Arcata City Council member 
Josh Tobin 
_Sjti6@humboldt.edu 
Ghirardelli Square, and wanted to 
bring that historical conscience to 
Arcata. 
Stillman was originally elect- 
ed to the Arcata City Council in 
1972, when she ran on a platform 
to “preserve Arcata’s heritage,’ 
and stop the expansion of High- 
way 101 through Arcata. Cal- 
trans worked with the previous 
council members to form a plan 
to increase the road to eight lanes. 
Stillman served on the council 
until 1980. 
Now, 26 years later, Stillman 
returns to the city council. She 
said the issues affecting Arcata 
have changed. “Now we have the 
homeless situation,” she said. 
Wheetley agrees that the 
homeless situation is a difficult 
one and called it a multi-layered 
problem. 
Wheetley’s main concern with 
homelessness is the environmen- 
tal affects of their illegal encamp- 
ments. He has seen the damage 
they can cause firsthand. 
South of Samoa at the entrance 
to Humboldt Bay, on the South 
Spit which is a portion of land 
that juts out off the peninsula and 
meets the North Spit at the mouth 
of the bay, 300 homeless people 
developed an encampment. 
Wheetley said, “It was an inap- 
propriate place for them to be liv- 
ing, there was no running water, 
no sewer system.” 
The council member hopes 
to find a creative way to help the 
homeless people that want to be 
helped. “It’s not fair or cost effec- 
tive to help homeless who choose 
to be homeless, Wheetley said. 
He wants to bring the homeless 
out of hiding, away from their il- 
legal encampments and into tran- 
sitional housing where they can 
receive services from the county. 
 
“We can lead the way 
with a progressive ap- 
proach, and | think we 
will.” 
Mark Wheetley 
Arcata City Council member 
Today's Arcata’ is 4. different 
place, with new concerns, but 
Stillman and Wheetley are ready 
to take them on. 
Stillman said, “I’m a problem 
solver, it doesn't matter what the 
problem is. I want to get there 
and solve it” She continued, 
“When I left council in 1980, we 
were humming along. I want to 
get back to that.” 
In the coming years, Arcata 
will be faced with the tough task 
of developing a feasible way to 
deal with the huge influx of stu- 
dents arriving due to Humboldt 
State's planned expansion. 
Stillman and Wheetley both 
agree that a new approach needs 
to be taken te solve this situa- 
tion. The idea of Humboldt State 
working with a property manage- 
ment company to house students 
in off-campus apartments appeals 
to both council members. “There 
are creative things to be done,’ 
Stillman said. 
Creativity will certainly be 
the key to solving the pressing is- 
sues fast approaching our town. 
Wheetley said, “We can lead the 
way with a progressive approach, 
and I think we will.” 
Stillman said she hopes to in- 
volve student interns in the coun- 
cil in the near future. Those in- 
terested can contact her via her 
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POLICE: Is a review board necessary? 
continued from pg. 10 
be any disciplinary action taken. 
“Public Safety is a hot topic 
right now, Eureka Council Mem- 
ber Jeff Leonard said. There are 
two competing ideas around this 
issue, Leonard said. One idea is 
a public safety advisory commis- 
sion of a group of citizens who 
work with the police department. 
It would be a place where cit- 
izens can come and express any 
grievances they have. It would 
also be inclusive of neighborhood 
vatch groups, and address how 
the community can help support 
other municipalities like the fire 
and mental health departments. 
[he second idea is a police re- 
view board that does have powers 
f subpoen 
What I dont like about th 
idea of a citizens review board for 
the police department is that it 
fosters an ‘us versus them mental 
ity. In the long run it doesn't solve 
anything,’ Leonard said. 
He believes in strengthening 
police bonds with the communi 
ty. 
“T also think it’s redundant to 
create such a board because that’s 
why we have the district attor 
ney’s office and the Grand Jury 
who understand the law and are 
much better equipped to conduct 
investigations,’ Leonard said. 
Eureka Police Chief David 
Douglas is coping with the recent 
incident and said, “The Eureka 
Police Department has request- 
ed a Critical Incidence Response 
[eam to investigate the shooting 
of Christopher Burgess.” 
“What I don’t like about 
the idea of a citizens’ re- 
view board for the police 
department is that it fos- 
ters an ‘us versus them 
mentality.’” 
Jeff Leonard 
Eureka council member 
“The team consists of outside 
agencies and local law enforce 
ment investigators such as Hum 
boldt County Sheriff's Depart 
ment, Arcata Police and Fortuna 
Police with the exception of the 
State Department of Justice. It is 
not required by law to do that. 
We choose to do so because it in- 
creases public confidence in the 
investigation.” 
Even with the public outcry, 
opinions about local police vary. 
“I'm comfortable with the 
professionalism - of the Internal 
Review Board of the police de- 
partment,” Eva Frontz, a Eureka 
citizen having coffee at Ramone'’s 
Bakery with some friends, said. 
“If an event happens in the hos- 
pital while you're working, you're 
reviewed by your own group. But 
[ think it’s good to share with the 
public the actual document of the 
review process. Maybe post it at 
the city hall or something.” 
Rei Maki, a health care pro- 
fessional enjoying some lunch at 
Ramones, said, “! do think we 
need a review board for the po 
lice department. I’ve been ha 
rassed by the police before, un 
necessarily... I absolutely believe 
that they should have full investi 
gative powers to investigate both 
citizens and the police. 
He also said, “As health care 
professionals, we are required to 
have so many hours of continu- 
ing ed [education]. I feel the po- 
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ing-pong: the ultimate battle 
Intramural table-tennis tournament leads to weekly game 




    
   
Naoma Robinson 
Participants in Saturday’s intramural table tennis tournament warm up on tables donated by 
community members and local businesses. The event drew 45 players. 
The East Gym of the Forbes Complex was home to 
Humboldt State’s first ping-pong tournament on Saturday. 
Odd as it may sound, the tournament wasn't put on 
by an overly competitive ping-pong player looking for 
challengers, or a ping-pong company looking to adver- 
tise a new paddle or table. But rather, the coordinator 
behind Humboldt State’s first intramural ping-pong 
tournament was senior recreation student, Naoma 
Robinson. 
Her mission: get credit for her senior project. 
“I was just playing ping-pong at a friend’s house,” Robin 
son said. “And I realized, ‘hey, this could be my project.’ 
After months of preparation and correlation between 
the intramural sports office and the table-tennis club, her 
senior project became a reality 
fable-tennis is the official term for ping-pong 
“I contacted Brennan Bettes, the president of the tabl. 
helped me make connec tennis club, and hi tions to players 
supporters and volunteers.’ Robinse Vid lRettes! con 
nected me to Paddle Palace, a table-tennis supply store in 
Portland, and they donated two dozen professional grade 
ping-pong balls to the event.” 
A. Dominic Efferson 
ade8@humboldt.edu 
‘The entrance fee for the tournament was $5 and the top 
three players from each category received prizes. 
Local businesses including Greenhouse Boardshop, 
Wildberries Marketplace, Figueridos, Costco and Los Ba- 
“I was just playing ping-pong at a friend’s 
house and I realized, ‘hey, this could be 
my project.” 
Naoma Robinson 
semtor recreation major 
gels and donated gift certificates ahd T-shirts to the ping 
pong tournament 
T 
For the past few years the intramural office has been k 
ing oround literally nethinyg lCW Wad iii} lemented 
“I was thrilled when Naoma said that she wanted to 
do a ping-pong tournament,” said Jan Henry, director 
of Humboldt State Intramural Sports. “It was some 
thing new. The tennis courts where the intramural 
tennis events use to take place were torn down when 
construction of the new PE Complex began. Also, the 
old racquetball courts were destroyed in the fall 2004 
semester when construction of the new weight room 
began.” 
This was the first time that the intramural office orga 
nized a ping-pong tournament. Two of the tables used dur 
ing Saturday's tournament were donated from the Arcata 
Community Center for the event. 
“We were impressed with the turnout? Henry said 
‘Forty-five players signed up.” 
The success of Saturday’s ping-pong tournament led the 
intramural sports office to organize future competitions. 
“We are trying to have the’competition every semester 
Henry said 
To show their appreciation to the table-tennis club fo: 
their help in organizing the tournament, the intramural of 
lice bought them a brand new $600 tabli 
For those of you interested in ping-pong, but don't 
see PONG, pg. 20 
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A team for the ages 
Football finishes year on eight-game 
winning streak to cap best season in 
nearly four decades 
Kyle Girimonte 
_Kjg32@humboldt.edu 
The Humboldt State football team capped off a 
memorable season with a big win Saturday night, 
defeating Western Oregon 23-20 in a nail-biting fin- 
ish to close out the season with a 9-1 record. 
The seniors’ presence was felt on the night they 
were honored before the victory over the Wolves. 
Humboldt State finished the year with its best record 
since the 11-1 season of 1968. 
“Chasing history was a great feeling and to ac- 
complish the things we did as a team was awesome,” 
said senior quarterback Blake Moorman. 
“T felt like we have had the talent here 
the last couple of seasons to put togeth- 
er this type of run.” 
Todd Eagle 
senior defensive lineman 
Both teams started with a strong and stingy de- 
fense, while each struggled to find the endzone in 
the opening quarter. 
The ‘Jacks were first to put points on the board 
with Ben Peterson's 35-yard field goal completing a 
5-play, 73-yard drive. The key to the drive was a 65- 
yard pass completion from Moorman to Joey Stein 
on Humboldt State's very first play from scrimmage. 
Western Oregon kicked a field goal of their own to 
make the score 3-3 at the end of the first quarter. 
In the second quarter, the Wolves’ Ben Kuenzi 
rushed the ball eight yards to set up Thorson’s 1-yard 
touchdown run. Western Oregon went ahead 10-3 
with eight minutes remaining in the first half. 
The ‘Jacks bounced back with their first touch 
down on a 31-yard completion from Moorman to 
Stein. Western Oregon took the lead again when 
Bruce Voges booted home a 20-yard field goal with 
40 seconds remaining in the first half. 
Stein registered his second touchdown of the 
day when he hauled in a four-yard connection from 
Moorman, completing a nine-play, 80-yard drive 
that put the ‘Jacks ahead 17-13 with 13 minutes re 
maining in the game. 
Moorman struck with another big play to help 
secure the victory, completing a 34 yard pass to Ed 
win Henry that put the ball on Western Oregon's 11- 
yard line with four minutes left. Marcus Cox took 
over, rushing 10 yards for a touchdown that gave 
Humboldt a 23-13 lead. It seemed as though the 
‘Jacks had the game wrapped up, but right as every- 
one thought it was over, the Wolves answered with a 
two-play drive that covered 50 yards in only 27 sec- 
onds to cut the lead to 23-20. 
When Humboldt State got the ball back, all they 
needed to do was run out the clock to seal the win 
and their season... 
And that is exactly what they did. 
“Senior leadership made all the difference this 
year,’ said Head Coach Doug Adkins. “They discov- 
ered that winning is a whole lot more fun than los- 
ing, and they took it upon themselves to keep that 
going. After a while, they just expected to win.” 
Josh Costa had eight tackles and Todd Eagle came 
up with an electrifying quarterback sack to stop a 
Wolves’ drive. Their efforts, and the contributions of 
several other seniors, helped the ‘Jacks rally from a 
13-10 halftime deficit. 
“T felt like we have had the talent here the last cou- 
ple of seasons to put together this type of run,’ Eagle 
said. “I hustled on every play, I never gave in, and I 
know the rest of the team did the same for me.” 
Stein hauled in seven passes for 190 yards and 
two touchdowns, while Moorman became Hum- 
boldt’s career passing leader by adding 351 yards on 
a 16-of-36 effort. Strong safety Kyle Killingsworth 
had eight tackles and hauled in an interception, 
“Chasing history was a great feeling 
and to accomplish the things we did as 
a team was awesome.” 
Blake Moorman 
senior quarterback 
while linebacker Brandon Wigton came up with a 
team high 11 tackles. 
Moorman ended his two-year HSU career with 
4,684 passing yards, breaking the previous record 
of 4,489 achieved by Rodney Dorsett, who played 
four years for the ‘Jacks from 1986-89. Moorman 
also finished with 34 passing touchdowns, leaving 
him one shy of the career record achieved by Ja 
cob Kadle. 
“It feels great to finish my career and be No. | 
in passing yardage,’ Moorman said. “That just puts 
an exclamation point to my career and the season 
for me, but the thing I am most proud of is that our 
team ended the year 9-1.” 
Gourmet Chocolates in the European Tradition 







Available in local stores including 
the Arcata Co-op & WildBerries 
Visit our retail store in Old Town Eureka 
on 2nd & F Street 
707-445-0326 
   
 
ALL UNDER HEAVEN 
735 EIGHTH STREET, ARCATA 825-7760 
& 
212 F STREET, EUREKA 444-2936 
OUR ANNUAL 7-DAY ANNIVERSARY 
SALE 
BEGINS 3RD WEEK OF NOVEMBER. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATRONAGE 
-WHICH HAS ENABLED US TO OUTFIT A 
RURAL TIBETAN SCHOOL WITH SOLAR 
ENERGY AND BUNK BEDS, AND TO BEGIN 
WORK AT ANOTHER REMOTE TIBETAN 
SCHOOL WITH PLANS TO BUILD GREEN- 
HOUSES AND FURNISH BOOKS.    
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Northcoast Horticulture Supply 
All your gardening 
needs and more. 
In Eureka, one 




behind Paul’s Live 
From New York 





‘Weeklong sale of selected items 
, 
. Coe r50% 
Open 7 Days 
M 
  



























We’re cleaning out the 
ATTIC SALE! 
Beginning November 8th 
     
1031 H)St. * Arcata * 822-3450 
www.bubbles-arcata.com   
Te [evevte Tee 
HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING 
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM 
We have the largest } { oe 
VEGETARIAN MENU U Exyey 
in town! 
  
Bring this ad and get 
10% off* 
your take-out or dine-in order! 
RUA 
Fine Chinese Cuisine on 
the Plaza... 
761 8th St. _ 
On the Arcata Plaza 
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And the award 
goesto... 
Football banquet honors player 
achievements and team success 
Daniel Penza 
djp28@humboldt.edu 
After completing one of the most successful sea 
sons in Humboldt State history, the 2006 ‘Jacks foot 
ball team joined together one last time for their an 
nual team banquet on Sunday morning. 
The banquet was a celebra 
fense. This season Costa totaled 96 tackles, 14 of 
which were made in the backfield and also recorded 
four sacks. In two seasons, Costa totaled 196 tackles 
and 17.5 tackles that resulted in a loss of yards for 
the opposing offense. 
tion of the 9-1 season and fea 
tured individual awards the 
team voted on. 
The majority of the awards and that’s good.” 
were given to the senior class, 
who by far were the most influ 
ential in helping the ‘Jacks to a 
9-1 record. 
Four seniors took home Ca 
reer Achievement Awards for their work since com 
ing to Humboldt State. The recipients were lineback 
er Brandon Wigton, kicker Ben Peterson, defensive 
lineman Todd Eagle, and offensive lineman Brett 
Battle, all key contrjbutors this season. 
Eagle and Wigton also received Academic All 
American recognition from ESPN The Magazine. 
Wigton was second on the team with 62 tackles, de 
spite missing two games due to an injury. Eagle fin 
ished just behind Wigton with 61 tackles and also led 
the ‘Jacks with 7.5 sacks. Peter 
‘This was the nastiest group of 
linemen I have ever coached, 
All-American Kyle Killing 
sworth collected Special Teams 
Award honors. The senior from 
Ferndale was one of the top 
kick and punt returners all year 
long. On punts, Killingsworth 
Jason White 
offensive line coach 
averaged 21.1 yards per return 
and a touchdown. On kickoffs, 
he averaged 30.6 yards per re 
turn and had one touchdown 
The highest value award was the Captain Award, 
which was given to senior safety Travis Anderson 
Anderson was fifth on the team in tackles with 42 
and had one interception and a forced fumble. 
“This is for the person who goes above and be 
yond and is probably one of the highest awards you 
can get from us,’ Adkins said. 
The Defensive Line Award went to junior Der 
rick Ross. Ross had 16 tackles on the year and an in 
terception that was returned for 
son solidified the ‘Jacks place 
kicking duties and performed 
well all year, tying for second 
on the ‘Jacks all-time Point Af 
ter Touchdown list. sles 
“We had a great season,’ Pe body. 
terson said. “I was happy that 
we got to go out on a winning 
note against Western Oregon 
and that the seniors all per 
formed well the entire year.” 
Team Most Valuable Player Award honors went 
to wide receiver Joey Stein. Stein had one of the most 
impressive seasons of anybody with 50 receptions 
for 888 yards and nine touchdowns. 
Offensive MVP honors went to quarterback 
Blake Moorman. The senior became the career pass 
ing yardage leader in school history with a total of 
4,684 yards. On the season, Moorman threw for 
2,388 yards and 19 touchdowns. He also added 286 
yards rushing and two touchdowns. 
Senior linebacker Josh Costa took home Defen 
sive MVP honors with another stellar season on de 
“The whole team deserves an 
MVP award. It was a great 
year and I am proud of every- 
a touchdown in the ‘Jacks 45-7 
win over Dixie State College on 
Octe2 1, 
[he recipient of the Offen 
sive Lineman Award was soph 
omore Adam Fountain who 
started every game at right tack 
Doug Adkins le fo! the Jacks. 
Sect wc It really could have gone to 
anybody on the line,” said Of 
fensive Line Coach Jason White. “This was the nas 
tiest group of linemen I have coached, and that’s 
good.” 
Freshman linebacker Jake Anagnosatopolis took 
home the Freshman of the Year Award. Although he 
played in only two games this season, there are high 
expectations for him to be a defensive leader in the 
future. 
In total, the ‘Jacks will lose 23 seniors from this 
year's team, including 14 starters. 
“The whole team deserves an MVP award,” said 
Head Coach Doug Adkins. “It was a great year and | 
am proud of everybody.’ 
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Foul play in 
Intramurals? 
Controversial ruling ends 




Intramural sports are supposed 
to be fun for those who just want 
to play the game and have a good 
time with friends. 
That was not the case in C 
League soccer last week as a team 
that earned a spot in the champi- 
onship game was disqualified for 
having a former intercollegiate 
athlete--a violation of a rule play- 
ers say was never brought to their 
attention, 
The controversy started in the 
semifinals. I.E.L.I. defeated The 
Blackout 4-2 on Nov. 1 to advance 
to the title game. Following the 
semifinal game, a player from The 
Blackout went to the intramural 
sports office to report that a play- 
er from L.E.L.I. had been a mem- 
ber of the Humboldt State men’s 
soccer team. 
The intramural office ruled on 
Nov. 7, the day before the cham- 
pionship game, that I.E.L.I. had 
to forfeit the semifinals game be- 
cause the rules state that “current 
and former intercollegiate ath 
letes are not allowed to play in C 
League.’ The Blackout went on to 
win the league title. 
The ineligible player knew that 
former and current intercollegiate 
athletes are allowed to participate 
in intramurals, but he, nor any of 
his teammates, knew that they are 
banned from the C League entire 
ly. Members of I.E.L.I. were not 
happy with the ruling. 
“I’m very mad about what hap 
pened, and I’m not the only one,’ 
said wildlife major and self-de 
scribed avid soccer player Vitek 
Jirinec. “This was without a doubt 
not fair.” 
Jan Henry, director of the in 
tramural sports program, said 
that she did not know the player 
was in violation of the rules un 
til he was brought to her attention 
by a member of The Blackout. She 
said she does not research wheth 
er participants have played on 
any of Humboldt State's intercol 
legiate teams. Henry added that 
if a player is found to violate the 
rules, that team will forfeit their 
game whether it’s early in the sea 
son or, in the case of L.E.L.L., in the 
playofts. 
“He should not have been play- 
ing in the C League,” Henry said. 
“He was a member of an intercol 
legiate team and we don't allow 
those players to play in that par 
ticular league.” 
The purpose of the league sys- 
tem.is to match teams that have 
similar skill levels. The A League, 
which is designed for competitive 
play, allows players currently on 
intercollegiate rosters to partici 
pate, but only one intercollegiate 
athlete can play on a team. The 
B league is the next competition 
level followed by the C League, 
which the rule book says is, “de- 
signed for teams/individuals with 
a minor amount of skills and those 
playing ‘just for fun.” 
Henry said that she does not 
conduct a skills test p®tor to the 
season to determine which league 
players should participate in. 
She added that in the past she 
has allowed players with injuries 
to play in the postseason, even 
though they were ineligible since 
they didn't play in the minimum 
amount of regular-season games 
needed to play in the playoffs. 
Takehiro Miyagawa, a senior 
business administration major, 
said that the rules don't make 
sense because it’s hard to judge 
the skill level of players. 
“All soccer players have differ 
ent skills and reasons they play,’ 
Miyagawa said. “The rule of the 
illegal player does not make sense 
to me.” 
Jirinec said that he no longer 
views the intramural sports pro 
gram the same way he did be 
fore this incident. While he plans 
to continue playing “for the love 
of the game, Jirinec said that he 
does not agree with the rules in 
place. 
“It seems like their slogan “Ev 
erybody Plays’ doesn't really fit,” 
Jirinec said. 
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Oun waar Reond Farmers’ Market at the 
Eureka Co-op.on 4th and B. Streets. 
Saturdays, 11 to 3pm, 
starting December 2nd. 
All your favorite farm fresh 
products are still here! 
For Information: 441-9999 
PO Box 4232 Arcata, 95518) 
www.humfarm.org 
“Fresw frow the 
   
PONG: Ping-pong nights scheduled for next semester 
continued from pg. 16 
know where to play and meet oth- 
er players, the intramural office 
is putting together a ping-pong 
drop-in session. The drop-in is 
tentatively scheduled for Tuesday 
and Thursday evenings from 7 to 
9 p.m., beginning spring 2007. 
If you just can’t wait for next 
‘semester to get your ping-pong 
fix, the Arcata Community Cen- 
ter currently hosts a ping-pong 
drop-in. 
The drop-in is every Monday, 
Wednesday and Thursday eve- 
ning and costs $3 for adults and 
@eeeeeeseneoeesesseeeseaeeeeeseeeseee 
Your ad can be here. 
Call our ad office at 
(707) 826-3259 
ljnpads@humboldt.edu 
Story ideas or suggetions? 






First Place: Aaron Struth 
Second Place: Brennan Bettes 
Intermediate level: 
First Place: Pedro Martinez 
Second Place: Will Koons 
Beginner level: 
First Place: Greg Wilmont 





‘ A ca a) Phone :445-2609 T1908 Myrtle Ave.Eureka > 
a —- ~4 Open Tues-Sat noon - 6pm (or later by appointment) www.primaldecor.com 
  




A player prepares the cups by lining up them up in a pyramid-shape and filling each about a quarter-full. 
Throw it, bounce it, drin 
Beer pong is more than just a drinking 
John C. Osborn 
jcol1@humboldt.edu 
 
‘The moment before the ping-pong ball was thrown to- 
ward beer-filled cups, the crowd watched eagerly. Some 
cheered, some shouted, and then the ball was released. It 
flew toward the cups, and whether or not it found a home 
inside, the crowd erupted in cheers and jeers. But if the ball 
found a home, the other team drank the beer. This was re- 
peated until one side had no cups left. 
Beer pong is growing in popularity on college campuses, 
and people say it’s a good way to create community. There 
are concerns, however, that students drink too much, but 
for one group of students playing their final tournament 
in local beer pong league, the game was about coming to- 
gether and having fun. 
“Beer pong is fun, it’s cheap, and it’s a good way to drink 
and get other people involved,” Geoff Gaebe, a geography 
junior and organizer for the league, said. “Everybody gets 
along and has a good time. There's no drama unless it’s over 
a miscall [during the game].” 
Beer pong is not only a game played locally. 
‘The American Beer Pong Association of America strives 
to spread beer pong to the masses by traveling across the 
country educating people about it, Kyle Lininger, a mem 
ber of the association, said. “We want to show it [beer pong] 
can be done in a safe way and is a great social outlet.” 
‘The game has grown in popularity for the past 15-20 
years, but it’s still an underground culture since universi- 
ties and states ban and fight it, Christian Kunkel, mem- 
ber of the association, said. “They should recognize [the 
game’s| presence and support responsible play.” 
There is also the second annual World Series of Beer 
Pong in Mesquite, Nev. on Jan. 1, where the grand prize is 
$20,000. Gaebe said he is attending. 
Although drinking games are usually associated with 
college students, others play too. 
“It [beer pong] is becoming more and more socially ac- 
ceptable at other gatherings, even family gatherings,’ Jason 
Keith, a member of the National Beer Pong League, said. 
“T’ve seen several parties where people's parents join in.” 
Keith said more players are e-mailing him from overseas, 
whether they are American soldiers or a group of Austra- 
lians who picked up the game from traveling Americans. 
“I've been selling more T-shits to the UK [United King 
dom] recently,’ he said. “There's definitely interest picking 
up around the world” 
The game interested faculty at different colleges as its 
popularity increased. 
Hoyt Alverson, an anthropology professor at Dart 







study on s| and drinking at his college. A section 
of his 2005 study discussed beer pong specifically, stating 
there were three themes about the social function of the 
game at Dartmouth. 
Alverson in the study that Dartmouth’s view of 
the game i , “a mindless group activity” involving 
“excessive alcoholic consumption” which thinking people 
should avoid. He continued that it is “highly misleading” 
ust a drinking game. 
ie study, beer pong serves as an outlet 
lowed students to socialize and net- 
lents in connecting with possible sexual 
to say beer p 
According t 
for competition 
work, and ai 
partners. 
Joe King, an engineering professor at Harvey Mudd 
College in Claremont, wrote an essay called “Brotherhood 
of the Pong,” in which he describes his experience with the 
game. King ked by students at his college's residence 
halls to play. After observing how it created an open and 
friendly me. student interaction, he said beer pong 
useful” outlet for socializing. 
icted, but declined to comment. 
was a ‘he 1 
King was cont 
1 CAs on epee 
VOTE Peops are Concerned with college siudent and 
binge drinking 
see PONG, next page  
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Let us do our 




baking for you! 
Holiday Breads & Rolls, Pumpkin, Apple-cranberry, 
Mincemeatless, Blackberry & Bourbon pecan Pies, 
plus many other delicious desserts & pies for your 
holiday enjoyment. Place orders early for the holidays! 
| i> 
Our Wildberries location 
will be open 
  
on Thanksgiving day, 
7 am—4 pm 
At Wildberries Marketplace, Arcata 
McKinleyville Shopping Center 
IN ota ete Oia et 
2223 Harrison Ave., Eureka 





ARCATA’S FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS 
FOR VISITING PARENTS AND STUDENTS 
« Exceptional beautifully furnished suites 
+ Fully appointed with thoughtful amenities 
* Walking distance to campus and Plaza 
« View website for photo tour and availability 
Mention HSU for a 10% Discount 
toll-free 877-822-0935 
 
Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner 
8 AM to Midnight 
On the Plaza 744 9th Street 
a 
  
Bud in the Can, Jello S 
Oly Specials 
lrish Pub Wednesdays 
Corned Beef & Hash, 
Fs Lamb Chops, Portabella, 
“ Shepherd’s Pie, Fish n’ Chips, 
Steamer Clams, Cheese Fries, 
' lrish Flag Shots, Guiness, 
50¢ off Irish Whiskeys 
822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome 
Trailer Park. Mondays 
Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, 
Hush Puppies,Corn Dogs, 
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles, 
My, 
ee ee a 
2 
Buy 1 Get 1 
m to Midnight 
$35 Dinner Special 
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Two For Tuesday 
    
  
    
  
   
    
    
 







   
en 
1/2 Price 
1 Bottle of House wine 
Poaha Luau Thursdays 
Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke, 
Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut 
Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken 
Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais 
Saturday, November 18th Upcoming Sirona Sunday, November 19th 
ee ge 
PONG: A night of pong 
continued from pg. 21 
In 2002, the Task Force on 
College Drinking, including the 
National Advisory Council on 
Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol- 
ism and the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, fin- 
ished a report focusing on the 
dangers of the “culture of drink- 
ing” at universities. 
According to the report, 
1,400 college students between 
18 and 24 years old die each year 
due to alcohol-related causes, 
such as driving under the influ- 
ence, while 500,000 are injured 
while intoxicated. In 2002, over 
2 million students were report- 
ed driving drunk. 
At Humboldt State, the prima- 
ry concern is for the health and 
safety of students, Dr. Steve But- 
ler, vice president of student af- 
fairs, said. Even though there are 
no specific policies prohibiting 
drinking games, there are about 
alcohol use and abuse. 
Alcohol is restricted on cam 
pus to students 21 and over in 
special areas, such as their private 
residence-hall room. 
Still, concerns about all the 
negative possibilities associated 
with drinking games and binge 
drinking remain, such as intoxi- 
cation, alcohol poisoning, DUI’s 
and/or becoming a victim of as- 
saults and crimes, he said. “Every 
Fall we have a few students who 
end up in the emergency room 
from alcohol poisoning. We have 
reported, and many unreported, 
acquaintance sexual assaults that 
are associated with alcohol, drugs 
and intoxication.” 
Binge drinking is an excessive 
amount of drinking in a short 
amount of time, sometimes a long 
period of time, which can result 
in a blackout stage or passing out 
Vincent Feliz, the university alco 
hol and drug specialist, said. 
“It is very concerning that 
students put themselves in jeop 
ardy,” he said. “When you make 
a game out of it [drinking] you 
create an opportunity for injury 
and harm.” 
‘The pong 
doesn't see the game as a binge. 
drink 
as much as they want whether 
beer association 
People are going to 
or not they're playing a game, 
Kunkel said, adding the average 
participant drinks two beers pet 
game. 
“Quantity can be controlled by 
the individual,” he said. 
Feliz recommends moderation 
in drinking. ‘there is also a group 
on campus, Choosing About Us 
ing, where students can talk about 
the role alcohol and drugs play 
in their lives. The group begins 
meeting again next semester. 
A Glimpse at Beer Pong 
In the opening moments of 
the local league tournament, the 
game created a sense of commu- 
nity amongst the players. Geoff 
Gaebe, the league's organizer, 
read a letter sent by members of 
last semester's league. 
The crowd listened with smiles 
and laughs, especially to the end- 
ing challenge, “This is Thunder 
dome bitches.” Two teams enter 
the game, one leaves victorious. 
Gaebe organized the league 
over the past two semesters. This 
semester there were 12 teams with 
a total of 24 players. 
Last Saturday was the fi 
nal tournament and after sever 
al hours and matches, with some 
down to one cup for each team, 
and 
Dawson, an English senior, won. 
Gaebe his teammate Eric 
Their reward was a trophy with 
a cup on top and ping-pong ball 
hanging off the edge. 
Although rules differ, some as 
pects of the game are the same 
everywhere. Two teams face off 
and fill a certain amount of plas 
tic cups, usually six, with about 4 
ounces of beer, usually cheap beer 
like Pabst Blue Ribbon. 
Every time a ball lands in a 
cup, a member of the other team 
drinks the beer. The goal is to 
eliminate all of the other team’s 
cups using a ping-pong ball. 
There are at least eight differ 
ent styles of rules depending on 
the state, for example Gaebe cited 
“Maryland Rules.” For the tour 
nament, rule variations includ 
ed each side having 10, instead of 
six, cups and allowing players to 
swat bounced balls before going 
into a cup. 
Matt Katz, a history junior and 
league participant, said he en 
joys getting together with the old 
community from the Creekview 
residence halls. 
“I like hanging out with the 
people,” he said. “I don't really like 
beer pong that much.” 
Some see beer pong as just a 
drinking game, some as a sport 
For the league, it’s a ritual for every 
Saturday to come together with 
friends, drink beer and compete 
“We don't normally see each 
other throughout the week, but 
we come together one day a 
week,” Meghan Garrison, a psy 
chology junior and league pat 





First Rule of Beer-Pong 
Bring your 12-pack 
Beer, pong and cut-throat competition 
at the second annual, 
“Beer-Pong Tournament” 
photo essay by: 
A. Dominic Efferson 
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Above: Competitors at 
saturday 
lournament sign the 




SOXY side QO} 
pong tournament's 
trophy. Eleven teams 
vied for the champion- 
ship but Team Detective 
Scroeth walked away 
with the trophy 
  
Photo illustration 
above: Jose Santana and 
m Jose Villareal of Team 
[yrannical Teabaggers 
drink after their oppo- 
nents sink ping-pong 
balls into two of thei 
@ cups. Below: Victoria 
Garrison of Team 
Vagina cheers after sink- 
Ing a ping-pong ball into 
her opponents’ cup 
Left: Aim and concentration 
is key in the game of beer- 
pong. Jose Santana sinks a 
ball into his opponents cup 
on the penny table, which 
consisted of over 4,000 pen- 
nies glued onto the table. 





   












HAPPY Hump DaAys! 
$2 PINTS ALL DAY WEDNESDAYS 
STARTING AT 9AM 
THE HORN BAND (Ja77/ Swinc) 9:00pm 
SPOKEN WORD w/Jen Savace 7:30pm 
OHA UUM) COME Rise neo Ee toe 
8:00pm 
Ei te 
- FUSI2 w/AKABELLA (Ectectio. §~—- 9:00pm 
Sun. 19™ + TYSON AND FRIENDS (Buveceass). 7:30pm 
LADYLIKE OPEN MIKE mMonpays 8:00pm 
- THE AREAS ONLY ALL WOMAN OPEN MIKE — 
MUDDY'S JA77 SESSION Turspays 7:00em 
- HOSTED BY SUSIE LARAINE AND SHAO Way Wu - 





Tuu. 16" - 
- SPEAKEASY (J472) 




Rha Seen rs one ae es Online Auctions 
More Money! — Why limit 
your market to a local buyer 
base? Online Sales & Online 
Auctions uses eBay's global me: 




   
    
More Time! — Online Sales 
& Online Auctions is an easy 
solution for businesses to 
quickly increase cash flow, 
which puts money back 
where it belongs - the 
bottom line. Our consultants 
take care of all the details 
~ from valuation to the 
shipping. You can do what 
you do best: run your 
business. 
myspace.com/osaoa 
* We offer free consultation. 
* We handle all the 
burdensome details 
* We expose your items to 
more markets - which 
equals more revenue for 
your bottom line. 
More Space! ~ Free up : ; 
valuable space! Whether you Ii We provide businesses 
need pallets out of the way professional, streamlined 
today or a x-ray asset disposition by 
machine next month, leveraging eBay's 350 
Online Sales & Online million global buyers. 
Auctions can help.   
_________Online Sales & Online Auctions 
ee) eee ile ele ae 






Prank Photo of the Week 
 
  
Another mountain lion was 
spotted on campus. This time the 
lion ventured all the way through 
the quad to Nelson Hall East. 
“| lost my daddy,” the baby 
mountain lion said, referring to 
the lion captured last Wednesday. 
Due to budget cuts, the University 
Police Department didn’t have the 
resources to capture this lion. 
  
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
8:00AM TO 5:30 PM 
MOST CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
SS Chevron 
Lubricants    
  
e COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR °® TIRES * 
SMOG - BRAKE - LAMP CERTIFICATION 
822-1975 
1903 HEINDON RD. 
ARCATA 
Got a funny 
photo and 
caption? 
Beat this one! 
Send it to:   | | I 
7 jco11@humboldt.edu 
|     OFF | OFF | Lube, Oil, & Filter 1;Smog Inspection;   "1 
| no appointment neccasary I ' call for appointment | A. Dominic Efferson   
      Expires 11/30/06 
$10 FREE BLUE BUCKS 
Redeem this coupon at the Players Club to receive your $10.00 in slot play. Valid qj 
HSU ID required. Must sign up to be Players Club member to be eligible. Limit one 
per person. Photocopies not accepted. Must be 21 or older to participate and enter 
casino.Managment reserves the right to modify or cancel this promotion at any time. 
LJBB93006 
   
         
        
 
    
Expires 11/30/06 
$10 FREE BLUE BUCKS | 
Redeem this coupon at the Players Club to receive your $10.00 in slot play. Valid 
HSU ID required. Must sign up to be Players Club member to be eligible. Limit one 
per person. Photocopies not accepted. Must be 21 or older to participate and enter 
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Slippery when wet 




It's rainy season again and students should use 
caution when walking up or down stairs around 
campus, 
Students who are residents of Creekview, the 
apartment-style residence halls on campus, should 
be extra careful. The stairs that lead to the apart- 
ments have a strip of metal diamond plating on the 
edges making it easy to slip and fall. 
Shanna Dadisman, a junior nursing student, lives 
in the Creekview area. Dadisman slipped on the 
metal stripping during the first rain of the year, and 
already had a bad 
back, so that just made things even worse,’ she said. 
when she fell, broke two ribs. “I 
Dadisman said those in charge of the residence 
hall didn’t tell her what she needed to do after the 
“Richard 
Carlson, the director of housing, told my mom that I 
incident, so her mother called housing. 
needed to go down to the housing office and fill out 
an incident report,’ Dadisman said. 
The only thing that has been done to improve the 
stairs in the last month since Dadisman’s accident is 
that there are now signs on every stairwell that read, 
Caution, stairs and landings slippery when wet, use 
handrails.” 
Cari Clark is the Residence Hall Association rep- 
resentative for the Creekview Councii and a senior 
psychology student. Clark mentioned the issue of 
the stairs to the association in mid-October, and the 
rainy season began shortly thereafter. 
Clark said the association formed a committee in 
charge of facility improvement plans, and the main 
focus is living areas like Creekview. 
I have been hearing are rumors about what is going 
on or what is being planned to change the situation,” 
Clark said. 
The committee informed Clark that Carlson 
knows about the issue, and he has for a while, 
but nothing has actually been done about it yet, 
she said. 
The association president Anondah Saide 
said that the last she heard, maintenance and the 
committee were working on alternative ways to 
fix the problem other than grip tape because it 
just wears off. 
Dadisman said that Carlson told her that the 
stairs would have to be completely replaced, they 
can't just remove the metal stripping. 
Mike Corse, a senior history major and resident 
of Creekview, has also experienced what can happen 
when it rains. “I have slipped and I have seen count- 
less other people slip,” Corse said, “but there were 
no serious injuries, just some bruising and pain that 
lasted for a while.” 
Christopher Robertson, anthropology senior and 
Creekview resident said, “I think it is absolutely ab- 
surd! People are getting hurt all the time and you 
would think that housing would make any and all 
attempts to prevent that.” 
There are several other concerned residents in 
the Creekview area, and for those who would like to 
voice an epinion, Creekview Council meets on Tues- 
days at 7 p.m. in the Creekside Lounge. If you are in- 
jured in a slip or fall down the stairs, you can go to 
the housing office and fill out an incident report. 
Clark said that it is on the agenda of the associa- 
tion committee to do something about the situation, 
“but the question is when?” 
Dadisman says, “People are just going to keep 
ESCAPE TO MEXICO! 800-TORTOISE 
www.greentortoise.com 
  















Back & Neck Problems? 
HEADACHES? 
we can help. 
Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause 
Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays 
Sports Injuries, Auto Injuries, Personal Injuries 
Most Insurance Accepted, Painless Payment Plans 
Drs. Mark & Martha Henry, 
Chi gs ractors 
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Over the last few weeks Clark recieved feedback getting hurt and nothing is going to be done about it A McKinleyville, CA FE 
from the committee to bring to the Creekview Coun- ntl cee are enough complaints” A . ee " o 
cil meetings and share with the residents. “So far all wey eae NaNO 
The New Gobble | 
A different turkey for Thanksgiving Gx een ije 
By Cynthia Gilmer Evolution Center 
For those of you who don't — the native tofu-taste of nothing. with dried cranberries, nuts and A Community Gathering Space Dedicated 
eat meat, but like to eat, here’s an Cut the tofu into strips so it’s flat the juice left from marinating the To Sustainability And Conscious Evolution 
idea for Thanksgiving. Last year, in the pan. I used soy sauce, or- tofu. I also used a tablespoon of : featuring an 
a nice older lady in the Eureka ange juice and garlic to marinate, apricot jam to sweeten the deal. Organic Vegan Raw Cafe & Market 
Co-op shared this recipe with me _ but this is where you can infiltrate Put the stuffing in the casserole 
as | gawked in shock at the pric- your personal tastes into your to- and put the remaining fourth of 
ey non-meat selections. It went fukey delight. Experiment. Add _ the tofu on top. Spread it evenly. 
over quite well, and the carni- Cajun seasoning, teriyaki, honey, -Bake at 350 degrees for about 
vores even liked it. So here's how chilies, citrus, ginger or whatever an hour and a half. The cooking Space Avail. For: Tues: 2:00 Living Food Potluck . 
to make tofukey. you like. It'll smell so good while time varies depending on how Yoga, Healing Arts, Music Wed: 7-8:30 Kundalini Yoga 
Drain one block of firm and cooking that your dinner guests moist the tofu is and what you Classes, Workshops, A Hf Ww’ Ajeet 
i x rs : Childrens Activities, Thurs: 10:30-Noon African extra firm tofu. by wrapping — will eat it no matter what added. Wait till the tofukey is Chatherinee i kiare Fie tating ow Malfick 
cheesecloth or a clean, washcloth After a couple hours of mat brown, the bubbling around the Sat:All Day Brunch Special 
around the tofu. Using some inating, take the tofu slabs and rim of the dish does not look like Also Offering: Sun: 4-5:30 Capoeira 
thing heavy like a casserole dish mash them together in a bowl. 1 boiling water, and the tofukey has Wholesale Desay Raven oe 
or canned product can expedite ima hands-on cook, so that’s how pulled away from the edge of the Buvers Club 7 
the process. Rotate it every 30 I do it. Add rite herb lish ‘ Bring In This Ad 
minutes or so, changing the cloth like rosemary and parsley. I uss When you-take it out, you can ; Receive $1.00 Off 
need be until the tofu is drier — the natural seasoning Spike t nish it with fresh edible flow | Mon. is Sat. Next Juice/ Smoothie 
n | ited ) ( il na |   t) n_ Ann On-ODM peaks | 
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A sound they call their own 
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy jives into Van Duzer 
  Big Bad Voodoo Daddy Courtesy of www.bbvd.com 
Bryan Radzin 
brr5@humboldt.edu 
ris on lead vocals and guitar, Kurt Sodergren on drums and percussion, Dirk Shumaker 
on string bass, and Andy Rowley on baritone sax. There are two trumpet players: Glen 
“The Kid” Marheva and Anthony Bonsera. ‘The Voodoo Daddy rounds out its list with 
Karl Hunter on sax and clarinet, Joshua Levy on piano and Alex Henderson on the trom- 
Humboldt County will relive jumping, jiving, zoot suits and swing music with a mod- 
ern twist, when Big Bad Voodoo Daddy comes to the Van Duzer Theatre Nov. 28 at 8 
p-m. 
Since their early days on the Los Angeles night club circuit, Big Bad Voodoo Daddy has 
helped a new generation of music lovers to discover swing. 
“TFT had to describe our group, T would say that we play original swing ina modern 
way, said trumpet player Glen Marheva. “We thrive on being a live band. The music is 
uplifting, and makes people leave with a smile on their face, making it appealing to all See VOODOO, pg. 29 
bone. 
“When I discovered punk rock at 12 or 13. 1 started realizing it wasn’t that different 
from early jazz,’ Morris said. “This made me uneasy to see any blueprint in music. Instead 
ages.” 
The group has an assortment of players in its repertoire. Members include Scotty Mor- 
  
  THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG 
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reative Acoustics: 
California Guitar Trio blends 
genres, cultures and classics to 
Shape soulful sounds 
  
Courtesy of SRO Artists 




Mixing California surf, world 
music with progressive and their 
own brand of rock, California 
Guitar Trio will put their mark 
on Humboldt when they come to 
Humboldt Brews Nov. 16 at 9:30 
p.m. 
“Because our music varies, it 
doesn’t matter what kind of music 
we play,’ said band member Paul 
Richards. “We can play songs 
from any genre.” 
- The creativity stops 
when this cast of characters steps 
on stage. The trio has three acous- 
tic guitarists—Paul Richards from 
Salt Lake City, Bert Lams from 
Brussels and Hideyo Moriya from 
Tokyo. 
“I don't know about you, but 
when I heard the name Califor- 
nia Guitar Trio, I expected to see 
three old guys on stools play- 
ing classical guitar,” said Josh KI- 
never 
emons, who covers the Trio for 
Chronosynthesis Productions. “I 
couldn't have been more wrong, 
and more impressed.” 
Lams, Richard and Moriya 
met each other away from their 
hometowns and audiences, which 
allowed the true musical talents 
within to flow out. 
“We all met at one of Rob- 
ert Fripps Guitar craft courses in 
England,” Richards said. “Robert 
was in the group King Crimson 
in the ‘60s and ‘70s, which was 
a pioneer in the progressive rock 
movement.” 
With each member coming 
from a different part of the world, 
they each bring something dif- 
ferent to the table, which bleeds 
through their music. And Robert 
Fripps’ courses were the perfect 
place to build on that. 
“Fripps’ playing combines the 
power of Jimi Hendrix and the in- 
telligence of Bach,” Richards said. 
“He is always included as one of 
Rolling Stone Magazine's Top 100 
Guitarists, right up there with 
Hendrix.” 
The guitar craft classes started 
in the mid-80s and include stu- 
dents from all over the world. The 
session, which began in England, 
now include classes in Seattle. 
The Trio moved to LA short- 
ly after the band was formed and 
remained there throughout their 
early years. Even though the 
members aren't originally from 
California, they have one thing 
in common that’s helped them 
through 15 years as a trio—the 
creativity that oozes through 
when non-conformity demands 
coverage of many genres. 
“Some groups have a featured 
soloist in their songs, but that’s 
not us,” Richards said. “We are all 
about what we can do with three 
people.” 
Since 1991, the trio has re- 
leased 11 albums, six of which in- 
cluded original works, along with 
a nice selection of classics like 
Beethoven's 5th Symphony and 
Bach's “Tocatta and Fugue.” Com- 
bining classical with progressive 
rock adds to the fusion coming 
from an acoustic guitar. Among 
the other five albums, four were 
live, which lets the listener expe- 
rience the true nature of how they 
express themselves on stage—the 
unadulterated, unfiltered, unho- 
mogenized dreams of the artists. 
The Trio also released a Christ- 
mas album with some classics 
and some not-so-familiar songs 
that received great reviews, which 
proves that even a Christmas al- 
bum can have something for ev- 
eryone. The group’s latest album 
is entitled “Whitewater,” and was 
produced by Tony Levin from 
King Crimson/Peter Gabriel, who 
See TRIO, next page 
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TRIO: Not just old men on stools 
continued from previous page 
released it in August 2004. 
“CGT is not known for putting 
out the same old dull music,” said 
Jedd Beaudoin, who has covered 
the band for years. “Whitewater; 
however, is bigger and more of 
a leap towards fusion than their 
fans have ever dreamed of.” 
By bringing their fusions to 
we just play our instruments.” 
Tickets for the show are avail- 
able at the door or in advance at 
HumBrews. If you would like 
more information about the band, 
visit their website at www.cgtrio. 
com. Passions Presents is featur- 
ing this show and many more ex- 
citing shows. They can be con- 
“Every time we come [to Arcata] we meet new 
people. I look forward to seeing some old friends, 
and making some new ones.” 
Paul Richards 
acoustic guitarist for the California Guitar Trio on coming to Arcata 
 
a new level, “Whitewater” com- 
bines the classic cowboy song 
“Ghost Riders,” which offsets the 
puzzle arrangement of Bach’ 
“Lute Suite.” The fact that there 
are no vocals demands the music 
to be superb. When songs don't 
have lyrics it puts more pressure 
on the group to show what they 
can do with their instrument of 
choice. 
“The product that we create is 
not mainstream,” Richards said. 
“We don't cater to a pop audience, 
Members of the 
4
 
tacted at info@passionpresents. 
com, or you can visit their web- 
site at Wwww.passionpresents. 
com. 
“We always look forward to 
making new friends,” Richards 
said about their visit to Humboldt. 
“We have played several times in 
Arcata and it’s one of my favor- 
ite spots. Every time we come we 
meet new people. I look forward 
to seeing some old friends, and 






Elephant 6 Collective 
and Polyvinyl recording artists 
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..crammed full of saccharine pop hooks, 
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structuring and arrangement that could 
put most pop records to shame. 
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Kate Buchanan Room, HSU 
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Wynona LaDuke 
Friday, March 2nd 
Van Duzer Theatre. HSU 
1 
Just announced! 
Tickets on-sale Monday! 
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The cover of the California Guitar Trio’s latest album, “Whitewater.” 
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VOODOO: Jumping into swing 
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Courtesy of www.bbvd.com 
The cover from Big Bad Voodoo Daddy’s latest album. 
of getting hung up on substituting 
this chord for that one, I am about 
creating the vibe that every song 
needs.” 
Like all music groups that have 
an interesting back story, this may 
or may not be an exception. In 
1489, when Morris got sick of be 
ing a studio guitarist, he decided 
to start a jazz, blues, and swing 
trio, including present day drum 
mer Kurt Sodergren. They re 
ceived their name from blues gui- 
tar legend Albert Collins after one 
of his shows. 
“He signed my poster, ‘to Scot 
ty the big bad voodoo daddy,” 
said Morris. “It was the best night 
of my life and it was the cool- 
est name I ever heard. When the 
band needed a name, | felt I didn't 
have a choice, like the name was 
chosen for me,’ he said. 
In the next few years Morris 
and Sodergren met up with the 
rest of the group. Once united, 
their chemistry was undeniable. 
In 1994, Big Bad Voodoo Daddy 
appeared in the cult classic movie 
“Swingers,” which featured them 
performing at one of their many 
stops along the LA jazz circuit, 
The Derby. 
“From 1994 to 2001 it was like 
we were spinning our wheels,’ 
Morris said. “We were doing 200 
dates a year, and had done 12 US. 
tours. We knew we had to change 
gears.” 
‘That change came in the form 
of their 2004 release titled “Save 
My Soul,” which features a New 
Orleans jazz sound. “We played 
Jazzfest, and saw all these artists 
perform, and like lightning, the 
idea for “Save My Soul’ came with 
a rush,” Morris said. “I started 
writing like a bat outta hell” 
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy also 
released eight other albums dur- 
ing their rise to the top. Among 
them was their debut “American 
Deluxe,” released in 1998. “This 
Beautiful Life” came out in 1999, 
a live album in 2004, and their 
latest release, a Christmas al- 
bum entitled “Everything I Want 
For Christmas.” These songs will 
make up a good part of their show 
on Nov. 28. 
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy will 
get your feet moving in their Zoot 
suits and Fedoras. “Music is very 
important in today’s society,” 
Marheva said. “It reaches people 
in different ways. I think our mu- 
sic just makes people have a good 
time.” 
If you would like to take part in 
the good time, tickets for the show 
are $35 for adults, $33 for children 
and seniors and $25 for HSU stu- 
dents, available at the University 
Ticket Office. If you would like 
more information about Big Bad 
Voodoo Daddy, visit their website 
at www.bbvd.com. 
“When we're all playing to- 
gether, something great always 
happens,’ Morris said. “You nev- 
er know when one of us is going 
to knock the other six guys up to 
another level. Right now, musical- 
ly, we are feeling like we can't do 
wrong, even if we tried.” 
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26th Annual Performing Arts Season Highlights! 
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| Wild and Swingin’ Holiday Party 
_ With their mix of high-octane, nitro-jive and 




















Named by Rolling Stone Magazine as one of the Top 20 
Guitarists of all-time and the recent recipient of the 2006 
BBC Lifetime Achievement Award, the iconic British folk 
rock legend is one of the world’s most critically acclaimed 
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Riders In The Sky 
America's favorite singing cowboys ride back 
_ into the Van Duzer to round up an unforgettable 
_ evening of heavenly harmonies, way-out western 
_ wit and high-yodeling adventure. ERSo 
CS) “3 : Ss 12/6 (ae 
Paula Poundstone 
Appearing on stage with a stool, a microphone, 
and a can of Diet Pepsi, Paula Poundstone is 
delighting crowds around the country on her 
hilarious national tour. The Boston Globe says 




In recital Mr. Pressier is an intensely dynamic and 
exciting artist, “a poet, time and again revealing 
unsuspected depths in works that have been endlessly 
plumbed and surveyed.” The New York Times 
Mozart Rondo in a minor, K. 511 
Beethoven Sonata No. 31 in A-flat Major, Op. 110 
Debussy Estampes 
Schubert Sonata in BFlat Major, D. 960 1 2/ 1 0 
COMING NEXT VEAR... 
Bill Cosby, Los Lobos, David Lindley, Leo Kottke, 
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What weather may come 
Local weather analysts, fishermen discuss the effects predicted 
with this year’s El Niho season 
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Images courtesy nasa.gov 
Under El Nifio conditions, trade winds reverse, disrupting the upwelling of nutrient-rich cold water along the west coast of the Americas and 
increasing precipitation near the equator. Above, the image on the left shows normal condition water currents; the image on the right shows 
conditions under El Nifio. 
After a week of steady rainfall, it may be hard to believe 
that the North Coast is going to experience a mild win- 
ter. But scientists theorize that as we head into another El 
Nino year, that’s exactly what might happen here. That's 
the good news. The bad news is that the forces behind this 
could also wreak havoc on the West Coast’s marine life and 
fishing industry. 
Tom Timmer is a fisherman who usually works out of 
Crescent City, bringing in albacore tuna, salmon, Dunge- 
ness crab and other types of seafood. He said that while 
severe El Nifio seasons have affected the local sea life in the 
past, during most weak to moderate’ seasons the local ef- 
fects are difficult to assess. 
“El Nino had an impact on salmon back in about ’83.” 
he said, “but it’s usually hard to tell if it’s related to the sup- 
ply. We've had three record years for crab in a row, so we 
don't expect a fourth anyway.” 
‘The El Nifo-Southern Oscilation phenomenon, com- 
monly shortened to “El Nifo, arises roughly every five to 
10 years. The phenomenon is identified by several abnor- 
mal variations in atmospheric and ocean patterns. Nor 
mally, strong winds known as trade winds blow across the 
Pacific Ocean from east to west, driven by lower air pres 
sure in the west and higher pressure in the east. During 
El Nifio, these pressure differences are reversed. The winds 
slacken or change direction, creating profound effects on 
the global climate. 
Due to the abnormal winds, lighter and warmer sur- 
face water around the equator, which is normally pushed 
out to sea, is driven back towards the western coast of the 
Americas. 
rainfall in the tropical Pacific and as far north as southern 
This results in warmer temperatures and heavy 
rnin Cals fn 
Saiirornia, ¢ n men accompanied b y pei iods of drought in the 
western Pacific and Indian oceans. 
The last severe El Nifio, which occurred in 1997 and 
1998, produced heavy rainfall in southern California. 
The rains led to widespread flooding and made El Nifio a 




Stronger El Nifio seasons are often followed by a related 
phenomenon known as La Nifia, in which the trade winds 
rebound back to their regular east-to-west direction stron- 
ger than normal, producing the opposite effects of an El 
Nino: colder water on the west coast, less rainfall on the 
west coast near the equator, and severe storms in the west- 
ern Pacific. 
Troy Nicolini is the Warning Coordinator for the local 
center for the National Weather Service based on Woodley 
Island near downtown Eureka. The center helps monitor 
and forecast weather along the west coast and works with 
other agencies to anticipate emergencies. 
Nicolini said, though El Nifio does have some impact 
this far north, its cold-water counterpart, La Nifia, is usu- 
ally the bigger problem for the North Coast’s weather. 
“[The weather impact of El Nifio vs. La Nifia] varies a 
lot with latitude. Southern California gets hammered by 
El Nifios, but historically the really major floods we've had 
have happened during strong La Nifias. Last year we expe- 
rienced a moderate La Nifia, and we had about $50 mil- 
lion in damages from mudslides,” Nicolini said, “but we’ve 
also had some pretty big floods and storms during strong 
El Nifios.” 
Nicolini believes that this year’s El-Nifio will probably 
not be strong enough to cause severe weather problems, 
but there may still be some noticeable effects. “In a mild E] 
Nino, like we're in now, we can expect to have the winter 
start a little later, have a little less than normal rainfall, and 
be a little warmer. We're still below average rainfall, the 
ground is still dry, but with a weak anomaly, we can't really 
say with confidence how much we'll be affected,” he said. 
A largei concern for the northwestern coast is not what 
happens on the land, but under the waves. Past occurrenc- 
es of El Nifio have had drastic and sometimes disastrous 
consequences for marine life and fishing industries. 
Nicolini explained that under usual conditions there is 
a constant upwelling of cold water from deep in the ocean 
to replace the warmer surface water that is moving west 
with the trade winds. He said this cold water brings with 
it nutrients and phytoplankton, which form the base of the 
marine food chain. 
When the winds relax or change direction during El 
Nifio, the warm water flows back to the coastline, disrupt- 
ing this upwelling. The difference between denser, cold 
er water and lighter, warmer waters is higher than normal 
and many nutrients which are produced in deep waters are 
unable to rise towards the surface. In addition, the plank 
ton move north with the cooler water, in essence dragging 
the food chain behind them, Nicolini said. 
“Tropical waters aren't as biologically productive as our 
. Dr. Greg Crawford, chair of Humboldt 
State’s oceanography department, said. 
phytoplankton is being pushed northward so the fish want 
to follow jt. Some animals have a terrible time when there’s 
cold coastal water? 
no food around. If they can’t find it, we're going to see 
some die-offs of certain species,” he said. 
Such die-offs can have serious economic impacts. Ac 
cording to the Red Cross, the El Nifo of 1997 nearly de 
stroyed the fishing industry in Peru and caused about $2.6 
billion worth of damage to the country’s infrastructure. 
Crawford said that while science has a long way to go 
to determine the exact causes of El Nifio or establish a pat 
tern to its occurrence, major advancements are being made 
in predicting it. 
“Our computer models are getting to the point where 
they're getting better and better at predicting these things 
six months to a year in advance; it’s not perfect but even 
that’s good. Now we can tell the government of Peru ‘it’s 
WisAd th Ne 4 had Gehing waar ieuaed fe! BOARS? Ad eus +. 5BMVINE tv Vveavau ALOdALIAS, yval, ALAVRe OL Bhd e1Ups Vil we Call 
tell the city of Los Angeles if they need to prepare for high 
flooding. As we get better at predicting these things, we 
can have a more positive impact for managing how these 
environments should respond.” 
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At home with...mountain 
lions 
Wild cat tranquilized and removed from under 
a2 
  





A. Dominic Effer 
The mountain lion was found hiding under House 53 (left). Officials located the cat by 
shining light under the house. After two hours, the cat was successfully tranquilized, 
covered in a tarp and set in an orange stretcher (right). It was loaded into the back of a 
California Department of Fish and Game truck. 
Jessica Cejnar 
redwoodsrock@m sn.com 
When crime scene tape showed up at the west 
end of Laurel Drive, next to the journalism depart 
ment on Nov. 8, students might have expected to 
see something out of the TV show “Cops.” Instead, 
what they got to see was something you might see 
on Animal Planet. 
Officials from the California Department of 
Fish and Game carefully laid a groggy 80-pound 
mountain lion on a stretcher just outside the 
Reusable Office Supply Exchange building and 
loaded it onto a truck. The cat wandered onto 
campus around 4 a.m. in search of food and later 
found itself trapped under House 53 when human 
activityinthemorningleftitcornered. Thecatresisted 
capture for about an hour and a half until officials 
were able to tranquilize it and ultimately transport 
it to an undisclosed loca 
ed that although University Police Sergeant Mary 
Dezern, who was on call at the time of the incident, 
had a shotgun with her, she “wasn't at all enthralled 
with the idea of killing that cat” 
What made this cat different from most others, 
Golightly said, was that it was genuinely afraid. 
“(There is] lots of remote landscape,” he said. 
“{And it] did seem to be afraid of people. {It was] 
not aggressive under the house.” 
Swauger said mountain lions are protected un- 
der California state law, but that landowners can 
get depredation permits, allowing them to kill a cat 
if it is threatening their livestock or pets. 
“|Many cats] have taken a wrong turn and end 
ed up in an area they don't belong,” he said. If they 
are not afraid of humans then the Department of 
Fish and Game will kill 
tion. 
University police called 
Golightly, whose expertise don’t belong.” 
includes ecology of carni- 
vores, to help them decide 
what to do with the cat. 
“T had the credentials and 
equipment to immobilize it,’ 
he said, adding that he had 
to give it three doses before it was ready to move. 
Troy Swauger, a Department of Fish and Game 
spokesperson, said that although the cat's origin 
is unknown, it might have been thé same moun- 
tain lion that was discovered preying on raccoons 
behind tle Canyon living area on Halloween. 
During the event last Wednesday, officials from 
the Department of Fish and Game, university and 
city police, as well as the Humboldt County Animal 
Control stood outside House 53 and debated what 
to do with the cat. In the interest of public safety, 
Swauger said, most mountain lions that come into 
contact with humans are killed. 
“Nobody likes killing it,” Golightly said. He add 
“(Many cats] have taken a wrong 
upon wildlife professor Rick turn and ended up in an area they 
Department of Fish and Game spokesperson 
them. 
Mountain lions 
have territories rang 
ing in size from 10 
to 100 square miles, 
Swauger said. Go 
lightly and his stu- 
dents tracked one cat 
that moved from Red- 
wood Creek to Willow 
Creek, a distance of approximately 75 miles. 
“(He] did it very quickly,’ he said. “[Mountain 
lions] can travel miles and miles when they pick up 
and move.” 
Golightly said the cat was young and relatively 
Troy Swauger 
thin, and may have been harassed by other lions. 
Both Golightly and Swauger say that part of the 
problem is people who leave pet food out, don't se 
cure trashcan lids and feed deer, mountain lions’ 
primary prey. 
“if there's food, lions will be there,” Golightly 
said. 
     
415 5th St. Downtown Eureka (5th & E) 
(707) 269-0282 
Saturday11/18: 
80’s Dance Party w/ DJ Red 
Wednesday 11/22: 
HUMBOLDT DJ CULTURE - 80's Dance Party 
Friday 12/8: Avalon Allstars- Melin Seals, 
Bobby Vega, Ruben Diaz, & John Molo 
Saturday 12/9: Sister Carol 
Sunday 12/10: 
New Riders of the Purple Sage 
$2 PBR Tall Boys & $1.50 Kanies 
All Shows are at 10 PM 
  
Home of the World’s Greatest Deviled Eggs 
Open Mon-Fri @ 7am; Sat & Sun @ 9am 
Close Mon-Sat @ 10pm (except for special events) 
Close at 7pm Sunday 
Hot Coffee, Espresso and Pastries 
Breakfast: Join us for some Breakfast Burritos 
Salads, Giant Deli Sandwiches, Fresh Pizza, Delicious 
Brownies and Much More 
Foose Ball « Beer on Tap * Wine Selection 
Happy Hour Every Day!! 6-7 PM $2 Pints 
Barbeque! Every Sat at 5 pm 
Chicken Kebabs *Salad * Garlic Bread 
Many Locally Produced & Organic Products 
Wireless Internet 
“Open Mic” is Thursday at 7pm 
Friday is Womens’ Singer/Songwriter Night 
From 7 to Late 
Friday - Jazz Duo Spontaneous Music 
7pm * No Cover * All Ages Happens 
Call for more info 
420 California Avenue 
Just north of Campus, at 
ian ae” ~ 
the Corner of LK Wood 
and California Avenue 
Our Adjacent Laundromat is Open Daily 
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    Featuring New Menswear 
hem own 
psc outique 
1107 1 strveet~Arcata 
(707) 826-0577 
Worrying doesn't Prevent Pregnancy 
Emergency contraception can 
NEW LOCATION ! 
Planned Parenthood has moved 
to 3225 Timber Fall Court in Eureka 
HIV testing ao . 
& counseling 
Birth control 
Abortion — Pregnancy testing 
& Counceling 
Well health py STD testing 
exams & treatment 
Six Rivers 
(J Planned Parenthood 







    
Wednesday, November 8th 
through 
Sunday, November 19th 
  
mse ANGE 
Solid Hardwood Furniture « Finished and Unfinished 
813 H St., Arcata » 822-0312 » Mon-Sat 10-6 « Sun 12-5     
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Got SmartWood? 
Hoopa Valley Tribe sustainably harvested 
lumber in hig h demand 
Part Two in the series on Green Lumber practices 
Steve Spain 
___srspain@gmail.com 
Motivated by the green building movement 
and the desire to build more sustainably, the For- 
est Stewardship Council began certifying lumber 
operations worldwide in 1994. Several third-party 
certifications exist, but the one that is most wide- 
ly recognized is the SmartWood certification. of the 
Rainforest Alliance that uses standards established 
by the council. Though SmartWood is not available 
in retail stores locally, it is produced here in Hum- 
boldt County. 
Forest Stewardship Council Communications 
Director Katie Miller stresses that certification is 
not for everyone, but for the concerned landowner 
certification can be a step towards peace of mind. 
“ESC that 
they're managing the land in a sustainable manner. 
certification assures the landowner 
It also assures the buyer that [the forest] was man- 
aged in a sustainable way,’ Miller said. 
The council certifies two local timber produc- 
ers as sustainable, the Arcata Community Forest 
and the Hoopa Valley Tribe. Forest Manager No- 
lan Colegrove said the Hoopa Valley Tribe has been 
SmartWood certified for more than 5 years and 
is into its second contract with SmartWood. The 
Hupa (referring to the people whereas “Hoopa’” re 
fers to the land) collectively manage approximately 
90,000 acres of forest land that’s owned by the 2,300 
members of the tribe. “Every product that comes 
off the reservation is considered sustainable-forest- 
ry certified,” Colegrove said. 
The tribe manages the forest for many resourc- 
es including wildlife habitat and cultural preserva- 
tion. “The tribe has always lived in this area, pretty 
much in unison with the land. The resources are 
important for the tribe” Colegrove said. 
The Hoopa Valley Tribe's forestry practices are 
unique in two ways. They don’t clear-cut and they 
don't spray herbicides or rodenticides, opting in- 
stead to manually clear brushy debris from the for- 
- est floor, a much more expensive and labor-inten- 
sive process. “Clear-cutting just isn’t something we 
do,’ Colegrove said. 
Prior to 1988, the Bureau of Indian Affairs man- 
aged the forestland in the Hoopa Valley. Bill Wilkin- 
son, a former forester at Hoopa who now runs a 
consulting business in Arcata, said the bureau prac- 
ticed a very different form of forest management. 
“It was chopper’s choice, clear-cutting and seeding 
with rodenticides until that was outlawed by the 
government. Theyd go in there on Cats with brush 
rigs and uproot everything, then plant,” he said. “To 
their credit, they thought it was the right thing to 
do and they did successfully get a lot of conifers,” 
he added. 
In 1988, through federal legislation, the Hupa 
became a compact tribe with self-governance on 
their reservation. Colegrove said things immediate 
ly began to change. “Every year the BIA was cutting 
tons of timber. It was a lot of clear-cutting. They 
didn't factor the tribe’s concern for other resourc- 
es. The fish and the water are very important to the 
tribe. Also tan oak stands are important resources 
for the acorns and the tan oak mushrooms,” Cole 
grove said. 
He said the reinterpretation of sustainability fits 
better with the tribe's values. There are two accept 
ed definitions of sustainable forestry. “The most 
common is the sustained yield, which is taught in 
forestry school. But things are changing and a new 
group of people, the Forest Stewardship Council, 
says that you can't sustain just the fiber production. 
You've got to sustain the whole system,” Colegrove 
said. 
In 1994 the tribe implemented the Tribal For 
est Management Plan. The plan sought to rectify 
the practices of the past with the traditional values 
  
This photo shows a modified clear-cut'in the Hoopa Valley. Instead of removing all the 
trees, a certain number of larger trees are left in place to provide structure and habitat. 
see SmartWood, next page  
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SmartWood: locally harvested 
continued from previous page 
of the Hupa people. Science -also 
played a part in their plan. Even 
today new concepts are discovered 
about symbiotic relationships that 
are important in a healthy forest 
ecosystem where everything is in- 
terdependent. “Scientists and nat- 
ural resource people are learning 
new things as the science gets bet- 
ter. We've learned there are oth- 
er factors in the forest that keep 
the forest functioning,’ Colegrove 
said, 
Today the Hupa practice a 
modified that is like 
thinning garden vegetables soon 
clear-cut 
after planting. Structure is left 
On every acre, At least two coni- 
fers and three large hardwoods of 
a certain diameter are left undis- 
turbed to provide habitat and al 
low for regrowth. ‘They also leave 
shelter woods, entire 
trees left undisturbed. “We've no 
ticed an almost night and day dif- 
ference,’ Colegrove said. 
‘The tribe now harvests about 
9.5 million board feet annually, 
a fraction of their allowable cut 
and nowhere near the bureau's 
peak harvest of 60 million board 
feet. Wilkinson was a forester in 
the Hoopa Valley before and after 
the compact. He said 1,000 board 
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for between $500-550, and old- 
growth fir will sell for $700. Much 
of what Hupa cuts is old growth. 
‘The tribe’s reduced timber yield 
works out to more than $2 mil- 
lion of income sacrificed yearly. 
“They took a big economic hit to 
do this,” Wilkinson said. 
stands of 
[The Hoopa Valley Tribe] 
took a big economic hit to 
do this.” 
Bill Wilkinson 
former forester with Hoopa Valley Tribe 
‘The Hupa people sell raw logs. 
With no means to mill the lumber, 
they have no say in how the cer 
tified wood is labeled at the con 
sumer level. Colegrove said only 
one of their purchasers is chain- 
of-custody certified to label the 
product SmartWood. And most 
of that product travels a long way 
before it is sold in Holland, Italy, 
Germany, Australia and the Unit 
ed Kingdom. 
Tanka Chase owns The Mill 
Yard in Arcata. He said a lack of 
regular supply and demand is the 
limiting factor that keeps The Mill 
  
— 
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Yard from carrying the certified 
product as part of his normal in- 
ventory. 
“In my opinion all wood in 
this day and age is sustainably 
harvested. There are enough reg- 
ulations that not everyone can be- 
come Forest Stewardship Council 
certified,” he said. 
He council-cer- said most 
tified wood is harvested out of 
Idaho, as well as Washington 
and Oregon. Locally, the certi- 
fied wood is not readily avail- 
able, he said. 
He said this is due in part 
to market competition. Hoo- 
pa Valley lumber is sold to the 
highest bidder, and currently 
Oregon mills are willing to pay 
the highest price for the sustain- 
ably harvested lumber. 
Due to a new contact he made 
at a recent industry meeting, Ton- 
ka said the Mill Yard can make a 
special order for the certified lum- 
ber that will be filled in three to 
four days. However, he said there 
were still limited options. “I can 
only get common cuts,” he said. 
Elizabeth Hilbig 
contributed to this story. 
‘ 
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Few things have garnered the attention of the Hum- 
boldt State student population, until now. We students 
just arent easily provoked. But when the things we 
have come to expect from this university are threat- 
ened by a budget crisis its administration could have 
prevented or at least lessened, we can become a formi- 
dable force for change. 
On Tuesday, 14 representatives from the student 
group Community Action United to Save Educa- 
tion (CAUSE) made the 760-mile drive down to Long 
Beach to meet with CSU Chancellor Charles Reed, 
who in turn invited the group to meet with the Board 
of Finance. 
The group’s objective was to obtain several one-o- 
one interviews with Board of Trustee members dur- 
ing their last meeting of the fall semester. In the end, it 
was the Board of Trustees who sought them out. 
CAUSE'’s initiative earned the group praise from 
several CSU presidents, including the president of 
CSU Maritime who said: “I wish I was president of 
HSU because I’m so proud of these kids.” 
The Lumberjack editorial board applauds CAUSE’s 
success. Whether or not the majority of the student 
body agrees with CAUSE, the group didn’t sit around 
and remain apathetic about what it wanted to change. 
In response to an administration the group felt wasnt 
listening to them, CAUSE members took time out of 
their schedules to make the trip to Southern Califor- 
nia to show the Chancellor and Board of Trustees that 
they really care about the future of Humboldt State. 
In the face of an administration many students feel 
does not represent their interests, by bringing the is- 
sue directly to the Chancellor and the Board of Trust- 
ees, change might be possible. If enough students are 
vocal about what they want to change, decision mak- 
ers will have no choice but to hear.    
ast Wednesday, Dr. Rich- 
mond once again an- 
nounced his stance on student 
participation and shared gover- 
nance: rebuking the strong rec- 
ommendation from the Aca- 
demic Senate to construct a fair 
and balanced university budget 
committee. 
Richmond announced in a 
letter to Provost Vrem and Ac- 
ademic Chair Saeed Mortazavi 
that he would instead transform 
the structure of our primary 
budgetary committee to a reflec- 
tion of that hosted at CSU Long 
Beach. 
Back on October 6, represen- 
tatives of the president original- 
ly approached the UBC about al- 
tering its structure to something 
similar to that of Long Beach. 
The biggest difference is, un- 
like the Long Beach 
FOR 
Richmond ignores campus community 
..again 
John T. Carter 
 
Guest Columnist 
Two weeks later at the Aca- 
demic Senate meeting neither 
could the president. While dis- 
cussing what to do with the 
UBC, those present continually 
asked the administrators (Vice 
Presidents Coffey and Butler 
as well as president Richmond 
himself) for justification for the 
changes to the UBC proposed. 
It was deduced that the faculty 
were being accused of bias, since 
50 percent of the voting seats be- 
long to them. 
To combat this, those pres- 
ent brought up evidence that the 
UBC had in fact been very rep- 
resentative, historically giving 
preference to funding items that 
are not just from the academic 
side of campus. 
All the while, Dr. Richmond 
sat in silence, staring down at 
This structure change isn't 
even the right answer to a ficti- 
tious problem. Now, I am not 
advocating faculty losing seats 
on the University Budget Com- 
mittee. I am commenting, how- 
ever, that Richmond might as 
well have taken every seat from 
students, staff and faculty. Rich- 
mond has shown that he is no 
friend to shared governance. 
Tying the health center fee to 
the Higher Education Price In- 
dex showed that he no longer 
wanted to have to overturn stu- 
dent votes in regard to increas- 
ing the fees instead of educating 
students on why the health cen- 
ter fee was important. 
Richmond ignored a collab- 
orative compromise created by 
the Student Fee Advisory Com 
mittee, a representative board on 
campus mandated by the 
model, which gives 
voting seats to four Richmond has shown that he is no 
administrators, Hum.  {llend of shared governance... 
boldt had an extra stu- 
Chancellor’s Office, in re- 
sponse to a request to in 
crease the fees in housing, 
slapped the Academic Sen- 
dent voice and three 
spots for staff, a cam- 
pus group not repre- 
sented down south. 
Vice Presidents Butler and 
Gunsalus as well as Provost 
Vrem, spoke as they could for 
the president, saying that con- 
cerns of the UBC not being a 
representative organization had 
been brought to the attention 
of the president, and due to the 
current budget crisis, that prob- 
lem needed to be addressed. 
When pressed for evidence, 
the Provost repeatedly stated 
that he couldn't speak for the 
president. 
his paper, like a little boy getting 
scolded for breaking a window 
with a baseball. 
Back to last Wednesday. De- 
spite advising of the Academic 
Senate to keep the structure of 
the University Budget Commit- 
tee intact and to accent it with 
an ad-hoc committee, Dr. Rich- 
mond decreed that students 
would lose a seat on the UBC 
and that staff would lose two, in 
order to make room for admin- 
istrators. No faculty loss of seats 
took place. 
ate and Associated Students 
in the face by going with a 
poorly structured proposal 
for a good idea of priority regis 
tration for student athletes. 
When he was first applying 
as president at HSU, he claimed 
one of his key values for running 
a university was student cen 
teredness. 
Is his idea of student-cen 
teredness one where he ignores 
everything said by students to 
create a Humboldt State that 
mirrors Long Beach? 
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Letters To The Editor 




I thank the Lumberjack and 
its awesome staff for their recent 
coverage of the Student Natural- 
ist Club (SNC) activities. Manag- 
ing editor Jessica Cejnar and staff 
journalist Joseph Clerici have 
both written excellent articles on 
this subject, the most recent of 
which was by Mr. Clerici to cover 
the Wilderness Skills Fair held on 
November 5. 
In addition to thanking him 
for his outstanding work, I would 
like to note two omissions. ‘The 
error is not his, as a journalist’s 
work can only be as accurate as 
the information with which he is 
provided. I accept the responsibil- 
ity of having neglected to inform 
him. 
Though the event was orga- 
nized by the SNC, it did so under 
the guidance of Education senior 
Bryan Maddeaux, who was unfor- 
tunately not mentioned in the ar- 
ticle. 
An expert flint knapper and 
outdoorsman, he spent many 
months networking with avid 
naturalists from beyond the club, 
went out of his way to collect ma- 
terials for it, and labored for hours 
to create the stone and antler knife 
that served as grand prize for the 
Club's fundraiser-drawing. 
Bryan developed the idea of 
presenting the Skills Fair to the 
general public upon realizing that 
there is no equivalent event in the 
local region, despite significant 
interest. 
He then began working with 
Vitek Jirinec, Patrick Hoffman 
and other club officers to get his 
plan off the ground. Without 
Bryan Maddeaux, there would 
have been no Wilderness Skills 
Fair. The Student Naturalist Club 
therefore thanks him for the fun 
and educational success that it” 
was! 
Sincerely, 
Jeremiah “Frog” Griffith 
student naturalist and 
pre-physical therapy 
Questions....confusion Accepting responsibility 






I read the Times-Standard Fri 
day October 13, where HSU in 
tends to reduce faculty ie: staff 
layoffs and increase class sizes. 
The student senate protests, the 
overall academic standards are re 
duced, and Rollin Richmond gets 
a hefty pay raise? 
Now...since I am un- learned 
in these administrative decisions, 
perhaps someone would enlight 
en me? If a corporate CEO faced 
these decisions, would the stocks 
be worth more? 
If the captain of an ocean-go- 
ing ship had the same choices, 
would he take a pay cut or turn 
the proceeds over to the ship's 
store? Wouldnt it be easier to have 
the paymasters’ vote secret pay rais- 
The Lumberjack 
es and then “pass the buck?” 
As a resident of Arcata, I am 
saddened that obtaining an edu 
cation or degree 1S getting more 
difficult, because if there is an an 
swer to the mess this world faces, 
it will be through higher educa- 








| -Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words and guest columns no more than 750 words. 
How to reach the Forum section 
-The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns or guest cartoons. 
-Letters and guest columns will be edited for grammar and spelling. 
| -Letters and guest columns must be received by 5 p.m. Friday for next issue consider- 
ation. 
-Letters from the same author will only be published every 30 days. 
-Letters and guest columns must include the writers name, city of residence and phone 
number. Also include major and year in school if a student. 
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Dear Editor, 
I just want to respond to 
| Rachel Montgomery’s column 
“Where Are the White Peo- 
| ple?” because it really touched 
| my heart. 
How difficult in this time of 
blame and protest - to stand up 
and accept one’s own responsi- 
bilities. 
Compassion and _ justice 
comes from the heart and only 
each individual-regardless of 
skin, gender, creed or career - 
can know what fears or prej- 
udices lay inside their own 
heart. 
At school especially, we af- 
fect one another in ways more   
profound than we can imagine. 
| And I think Rachel is a strong 
     
person to say what she did. | 
At the end of her column 
she says maybe the white peo- 
ple should educate themselves 
on racism. So, how do we edu- 
cate the white people? 
I would say spend some 
time on an Indian reservation, 
or in a soup kitchen (there is * 
one in Eureka), or even a pris- 
on (I think they have programs 
where you can teach inmates 
or something). Only through 
broadening one’s personal life 





Friends don't let friends | 
' read The Lumberjack 
while driving...  
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15 Wednesday 15Wednesday 
Fertility Awareness. Attend a 
class on natural family planning 
with Six Rivers Planned Parent 
hood at 6:30 p.m. Women’s Cen 
ter, House 55, south of the li- 
brary, HSU. 826-4216. 
Economic Fuel Event. Local 
entreprenuers forum from 6:30- 
8 p.m. Includes Cypress Grove, 
Pacific Rim, Eel River Brewing 
‘Company, Jessicurl and Renata’s 
Creperie. Kate Buchanan Room, 
HSU. 
Tibet Presentation. Students 
present the physical and cultural 
landscape they found during a 
summer ‘06 excursion to Tibet 
at 7 p.m. Refreshments served. 
Founders Hall 118, HSU. 
Eat Local Potluck. The 250 
Mile Potluck invites the com- 
munity to bring their favorite 
locally produced dish at 6 p.m. 
Bring plate, cup and utensil or 25 
cents. Bayside Grange, 2297 Ja- 
coby Creek Road, Bayside. Visit 
www.humboldt.edu/~ccat for a 
list of foods produced within 250 
miles of Arcata/Bayside. 
HSU Club. History Club 
meets at 4 p.m. Founders Hall 
236, HSU. 
HSU Club. Geography Club 
unites at 3:30 p.m. Harper 
Room, Founders Hall 126, HSU. 
HSU Club. Society for Ad- 
vancement of Chicanos and Na- 
tive Americans meets at 5:30 
p.m. WLDF 250, HSU. 840-9662. 
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THIS 16 ORNAL. 
WHT ARE You 
Grad. School Workshop. 
Learn the key steps to getting 
into graduate school at 5:30 p.m. 
Science B 133, HSU. 
Live Music. Blue Turtle Se- 
duction performs at 9:30 p.m. 
Hum Brews, Arcata. $7. 826-2739 
Summer Internships. ‘The 
Career Center is sponsoring a 
workshop to help locate sum- 
mer internships at 5 p.m. Ca- 
reer Center, Nelson Hall West 
132, HSU. RSVP to Lucia Garcia, 
ig41 @humboldt.edu or 826- 
3341. To sign up, give your ma 
jor, class year, phone number and 
email. Space is limited. 
16 Thursday 
Self Defense. Learn the prin- 
ciples of self defense at The 
North Coast Aikido Foundation’s 
free workshop at 6 p.m. 890 G 
St., Arcata. 826-9395. 
HSU Club. The Religious 
Studies Club invites majors 
and non-majors to their weekly 
meeting at 5:30 p.m. Nelson Hall 
East 116, HSU. 
HSU Club. VOX, Voices for 
Planned Parenthood meets at 5 
p.m. Karshner Lounge, above the 
Depot, HSU. 
Veteran’s Support Group. 
For student veterans at 1:30 
p.m. University Annex 54, HSU 
{room next to Veterans Upward 
Bound). Contact the Veteran 
Center at 444-8271. 
* Brokes 
(hee Cape tao & ectirvate: 
* Bectrical Repairs 
* Cooling Systems 
* Civiches + Engine Overhouis 
AUTOM OTIVE * Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups 
822-3770 
Arcata * Just north of Caté# Mokka 
16 Thursday 
Peace Corps. Learn how to 
join the Corps this year, and 
learn about Morrocco at 11 a.m. 
Founders Hall 118. 826-3342. 
Guest Presentation. Lec 
turer and best selling author of, 
“When Corporations Rule the 
World,’ David Korten, will pres- 
ent from 2-4 p.m. Kate Buchan- 
an Room, HSU. 269-0984. 
Pluto, Planet or Not? ‘The 
HSU Natural History Museum 
presents, “Pluto, The Ice Dwarf,” 
from 7-8:15 p.m. Learn why it’s 
not a regular planet. $2 students/ 
members, $4. 1315 G St., Arcata. 
826-4479. 
Global Climate Change. 
Learn how global warming ef- 
tects you and hear local solutions 
from an assistant professor of en- 
vironmental resources engineer- 
ing at 5 p.m. Founders Hall 118, 
HSU. www. humboldt.edu/iew. 
Healthy Hip Hop & Sex. Eth 
ical b-boy Mark Swier teaches 
healthy sexuality through hip 
hop at 7 p.m. Theatre Arts 11, 
HSU. 
Cultural Performance. Join 
Isabel Lipthay and students for 
Latin American Song and Revo 
lution at 4 p.m. Enjoy a perfor 
mance and live music. Goodwin 
Forum, HSU. 
HSU Concert. Enjoy the 
HSU Music Department's guitar 
studio recital at 8 p.m. Fulkerson 
Recital Hall, HSU. 
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ALENDA 
16 Thursday 
Live Music. Blue Turtle Se- 
duction performs at 9:30 p.m. 
Hum Brews, Arcata, $7. 826-2739. 
Dance. Dj Knutz spins re- 
cords at the Arcata Yoga Center 
at 8:30 p.m. Above the Outdoor 
Store, on the Arcata Plaza. www. 
myspace.com/djknutz. 
Teach Special Ed. Orienta- 
tion for people interested in be- 
ing candidates for a Special Edu- 
cation Teaching Credential at 4 
p.m. Humboldt County Office of 
Education, Sequoia A, 901 Myr- 
tle Ave., Eureka. 826-5795. 
Save the Klamath. Gather in- 
formation or speak your mind 
about the Klamath River pub- 
lic hearing at 7 p.m. The Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission 
will be present. Red Lion Hotel, 
1929 4th St., Eureka. Information 
across the hall at 5 p.m. 822-6918. 
17 Friday 
  
Depot’s Lights Out Early. 
‘The best hang-out in Arcata will 
be shutting down at 1:30 p.m. 
in observance of super students, 
and oh-yes, ‘Thanksgiving Break! 
Gobble Gobble. 
Film Screening. A mov 
ie about Pandas, “Naomi in the 
Living Room, will be shown at 
4 and 7:30 p.m. Studio Theatre, 
HSU. Free. 
Live Music. Devil's Dream 
String Band performs old-time 
and square-dance music at 9 
p.m, Jambalaya. $3, $5 per cou- 
ple. 825-1017. 
Live Music. ‘lhe California Gui- 
tar Trio performs at 10 p.m. Hum 
Brews. Arcata. $15. 826-2739 
1 
Native Peoples’ Benefit. At- 
tend the Big Mountain Benefit 
and support resistance to reloca- 
tion for Native Americans from 
5-11 p.m. The Bayside Grange, 
Bayside. Arrive early for din- 
ner. Indian tacos, fry bread and 
pie will be sold. Music by Clan 
Dyken and Joanne Rand. $10 
donation asked. 499-8769, 
Dance. The Redwood Coast 
Chapter of USA Dance Inc. hosts 
a dress-up affair, complete with 
West Coast Swing dancing les 
sons at 7 p.m. Live music until 
10:30 p.m. Moose Lodge, Eureka. 
$8, members free. 269-0553. 
Live Music. Andre Nickati 
na performs at 8:30 p.m. Special 
guests include DJ Pause, Cog- 
nito, Alias John Brown and Sub 
liminal Sabotage. Mateel Com- 
munity Center, Redway. $22 
advance, $25 at door. Available at 
the Works, The Metro and Peo 
ples Records, 923-4599, 
19 Sunday 
Live Music. Que La Chinga 
performs at 10 p.m. The Alibi, 
Arcata. 822-3731 
2QO Monday 
Womens’ Open Mic. ‘The 
Wandering Menstuels is an open 
 
mic for lady performers. Mud 
dy’s Hot Cup, Arcata. 
21 Tuesday 
People Project. Discuss is- 
sues facing “homeless” people 
from 6:30-9:30 p.m. The Red 
wood Peace and Justice Center, 
1040 H St., Arcata. 444-3155. 
Nicotine Anonymous. Meet 
ing at 7:30 p.m. Arcata Methodist 
Church, 1761 11th St. 227-8373. 
seen 
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* local glass pieces 
* volcanoes 
815 5 9th St., Arcata 
822-7420 
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* disc golf 
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HSU AA MEETINGS are tem- 
porarily moving to Nelson Hall 
East for September through No- 
vember. Call 822-1758 for more 
information. Marijuana anony- 
mous now meets every Wednes- 
day night 5-6pm in HSU Annex 
room 152. 
TIN CAN MAILMAN BUYS 
BOOKS, including TEXTBOOKS 
for cash or trade credit. Huge se- 
lection, open daily. Corner of 10th 
& H Arcata 822-1307 
Bands! We’ve Seen 
o£ 4 8 i 
2001 FORD FOCUS ZX3 
Brand new tires. Fun to drive. 
CD Player. Great Sound. Contact 
Dominic @ 832-8917. Retails at 
$7,500, a steal at $5,900 
INDIGO NIGHTCLUB is 
hiring for Security and Experi- 
enced bartenders. Email resume 
to info@indigonightclub.net or 
apply in person during business 
hours. 
37 YEAR OLD QUAD- 








CDs & DVDs 
Have You Seen 
NOW OPEN! pian Flexible hours. 
826 i o 5 9 
+ 
® NARCOTICS ANONY- 
MOUS - FOR MEETING IN-      
  
  
     
     
           
    
    
    
     
  
FORMATION PLEASE CALL Ours? cai 
j eal on-disc full color y=" 
er printing, Pro-grade media, ee 
Alternative packaging, 
ast turn-around, ~ 
GENTLE HOLISTIC Short Disc Runs, Creat Furniture 
CHIROPRACTIC CARE. Paenee at Unbelievable, Low Prices 
Relief for sports, auto. and stress secu ualiheratles “ee 
related injuries and imbalanc-- Humboldt Sound Collective 
es. Jan Dooley, D.C. and Lorna BONGO BOY CD/DVD 
Skrine, D.C. 912 Tenth St., Arcata. 
822- 9171. (707) 839-5090 
e-mail: bongoboycd@sbcglobal.net 
website at: humboldtmusic.com 
Celebrating 5 Years of Service to Humboldt County! 
 
      
    
    
     
     
  





    
    
   
     
  
      
     
      
     
    
 
    
   
   
   
   
      
    
    
   
     
   
    
  
      
    
[ Across F STANTON’'S RESTAURANT Affo rda ble 
| CASH _ (Car & Health Insurance aor ea 
MA Low Cost 
A Renter’s Insurance 
| Insure your Importers of > 
| FAST! EASY! Se European Furniture 
PERSONAL & ¢ Mobile Home eee ee 
TAX REFUND | * Motorcycle Containers Arriving Monthly 
CHECKS OK! | Call for competitive, al ah Mn 
All other types too! j multi-company Quotes Filled with 100% real 
[ NOBANK LINES! lla and 
} Orlandi Valuta Services | ie '@ . GIFTS > FURNITURE » GARDEN oe 4 
ene se Vue 4 VME) ricotta cheese, 
pen Monday-Friday | : | and served wit OpRa:- Monday rns Insurance Broker 445-2010 d d with 
| 10-6 * Saturday 10-3 | | 2000 Broadway, Eureka mariiaeeewnnne 
1102 5th Street | : 
Eureka * 445.9022 4 ie 1933 ON dea 
UOTAU LOX 
Ser ey a Mie peat ee tee al la Combo: Pepperoni, 
Italian 
sausage and fresh mushrooms! | 
or Veggie: Fresh spinach, 
PEARL LOUNGE ‘mtn ck oer nd 
MODERN COCKTAIL LOUNGE PTT’ ay, eae and ener 
November 15 November 22 bp iaaal ging sie ee. |S A 
ext to Safeway = K"4 EUREKA PEL YE] 
Girl's Night Out DJ Zanapod 822-6220 — aaa sit ena : 
w DJ Nick Dean House emma 
Hip Hop + No Cover No Cover VALUABLE COUPON .. _ VALUABLE COUPON Pe a so 
. Large 2-Topping Gourmet 
November 1 ° 
Baton seus rd Funk Trio Koren “4 ‘ . THIN (RUST Vegetarian Combo i svi Sam Maez <m a LITE” PUTA Pizza P, 
Jazz Quartette ; | > € Creamy garlic sauce, zucchini, ‘zze 
November 17 an . ee Our crispy thin crust topped mushrooms, artichoke hearts, sg a real oe ® 
ty 7 a topped with pepperoni, salami, 
Clint Warner Blues Band Oe * oe oa tak eed i aan aa peeohonsy 
“ November 25: ag “a plus your favorite two toppings herb & cheese blend! black olives and mixed onions! 
DJ Walter Léa. | 3 
ake ie + - Underground isi Le 28 72 $ 99 
enh No Covers Z Calories! edium :: fs Large         150 100% 
Agauve 
Tequilas 
21 & over 
507 2nd Street Eureka * 444-2017 
APPETIZERS BY HURRICANE KATE’S 
No Cover 
LIMIT 6 
Not valid with other offers 
EXP DEC 15, 1006 2: EXP DEC 15, 2006 + LIMIT 6 EXP DEC 15, 2006 
Not valid with other offers : Not valid with other offers 
LIMIT 6 © Lp.tt.t5 2: Please no substitutions * Lj.11.15 2s Please no substitutions * U1 1.15 : 
PN AGeT 
Midnight  
    
  




   
    
   
FRI TI/17 
HUMBOLOT BREWS - 
TREY 
ANASTASIO 
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S83 HUMBOLDT BREWS 
MAD 
PROFESSOR 
a. ? SG DR. ISRAEL 
ory WED 1/74 
 MAZZOTIS 
DEC. 1] PAPA MALI FEB. 1 JACKIE GREENE 
TICKETS AT THE WORKS, THE METRO, INTICKETING.COM 
INFO@PASSIONPRESENTS.COM 
PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS 
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS 
  





OPEN EVERY DAY 
INCCUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS | 
- CORNER 5TA & J. ARCATA 
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS 
Sun-Thurs: noon-!Il lem 
Fri-Sat: noon-lam 
Ty ee te 
GET OUT! 
DON’T LET DARKNESS 
AND WINTER WEATHER 
Be Safe, KEEP YOU INDOORS... 
Be Seen, 
and Be Prepared 







AWAITS... Gre nes 
ww.AdventuresEdge.com 
50 10TH ST. ARCATA 
Oda EDN Ad 
RS 
  
  
  
  
 
